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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. Tlie
Free Press was established in 1855 and in
1831 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

To The Voters of
Knox County:
I am a candidate for the Republican nomination
for County Treasurer in the June Primaries, 1 have
entered the race feeling that 1 am fully qualified to
carry out the duties of that office.
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Convention At Samoset Will Be Big Affair—Smalley Not
Candidate For District Governor

>•. .a. .«. .e.
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Speech Is the golden harvest ,that
followed) the (lowering of thought.—
Tapper.

I* ••• ••• ••• •••

If elected I will give a suitable amount of time to
the office and perform my duties efficiently and con
scientiously.

.«. .«.
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COMES TO ROCKLAND

I solicit the vote of the Knox County Republi
cans in the Primary Election.

"Agriculture Train,” On Its
1 hird Tour, Will Be Here
July 30

I. LAWTON BRAY

The Maine 'Central's special “Agri
culture Train" will again this sum
mer he operated through the principal

farming stations of the State it is an
nounced hy 'VV. G. llunton, industrial
agent, of Portland.
The train will start fr« in Portland
July 28 and fora period of nine days
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
will visit practically every locality
along the line. This is the third Sea
son of the “Agricultural College on
Wheels" and again this year the
State Department of Agriculture and
the I niversity of Maine Agriculture
College are cooperating with the
Maine Central to make the train the
success that it Jias been in the two
previous years.
Some of the special features of in
terest in the train are demonstrations
by the members of 4-H clubs at many
of the stops.
A special car devoted to the sheep
industry from which high-grade ram
lambs of different breeds will be ex
changed for adult scrub rams in each
ci unty. The placing of these ram
lambs will be done by the individual
c- unty agents, each agent cooperat
ing as far as possible in supplying
the particular breed wanted.
A special car for the poultry in
dustry from which roosters will be
exchanged on the same basis as rams.
( ompetent lecturers find instruc
tors will be in constant attend
ance on the train during the entire
trip.
The State Department of Agricul
Candidate for Legislature from the
ture will Ik* in charge of the Seed and
towns of North Haven, Vinalhaven, Soil Car and University of Maine
Agriculture Department will have
Isle au Haut, St. George, Matinicus ••barge ot the Animal Industry and
Dairy Car.
and Criehaven.
The "Special” will visit Warren
from 4.25 to 5.25 p. m. July 30, and
ADVOCATE OF BETTER remain in Rockland over night.
Gl'&i 1
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Voters of
Knox County:
As a candidate for
the office of County
Commissioner 1 de
sire to invite the vot
ers of this county to
investigate my abili
ty to fill that office.
I feel confident
that my business
:raining and technical
knowledge thorough
ly equip me, if nomi
nated and elected, a
valuable addition to
the board of county
commissioners.

ADIN L. HOPKINS
CAMDEN, ME.
GS-71
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Vote For
ALBERT J. RAWLEY
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I AM A CANDIDATE for
Renominafion

ROADS

PORTLAND TO NEW YORK

Advocate of the Present Lob

The Eastern Steamship Lines an
nounce that their summer service
opeiating between Portland and New
York will begin fr »m Portland on
Monday, June 23. with the sailing ef
the oceangoing liner S. S. Northland
The ship sails direct to New YorkCity through the famous Cape Cod
Canal and leaves State Pier. Portland
Mondays and Fridays at 7.45 p. m .
Eastern Standard Time. The‘North
land is due in New York at 5 p. in.
daylight time the following day.
There are special accommodations on
the ship for automobiles and this fea
ture is considered one which travelerwill take advantage of during tlie
current season as jthey have in the
past. By putting their automobiles
on the ship, patrons may escape the
heavy traffic on the roads during the
vacation season and for those plan
ning to go further south than New
York this makes an ideal arrange
ment.

ster Law. Advocate of Equal

Provileges For All Men Alike

in Recreational Enjoyment.

And am basing my

G7-71

candidacy on the rec
ord I have made dur

ing a part-term in the
office of

COUNTY
TREASURER
For references I offer
anybody who has had
business
relations
with the office.

Vegetable Plants
SEND FOR PRICE LIST

E. A. DEAN
TEL. 671-J

ROCKLAND
GIIT72

The wise modern housewife, shares
her burdens and lets The People’s
Laundry, Tel. 170. do her family wash,
rugs and quilts. The cost Is low, the
‘ service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf
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EARLE C. DOW
68-70

—
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All kinds of Flower and
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Candidate for
State Senator

For
State Senator

SAMUEL E.
NORWOOD

From Knox County

WARREN, ME.

Vote For

Having served two terms in
the Legislature I voted as 1
believed the majority of my
constituents would have vot;d had they been in my place

George L.
St. Clair

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

69-71

For Two Terms Past
Serving in the House.
A sincere worker for
the best interests of
his constituency.

ANNOUNCING OPENING OF

G8-71

Crescent Beach Inn
(Under New Management)

A Sure Winner
One of the surest ways to win and
hold the affections of the girl you
love is to be generous with the
candy of her choice. You’ll find in
our large assortment just the con
fectionery she likes best. And >w
can he assured Vhat it will be de
liciously fresh, pure and whole
some.

C. M. Havener
RANKIN BLOCK

ROCKLAND

SUNDAY, JUNE 15
SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNER PRICES

Above is a portrait of Fred Bonney,
the Franklin Cobnty candidate for the
Republican Congressional nomination
who prefaces his platform with the
statement that he is “working for
prosperity of Maine" and closes it
with tihe statement that he voted
“against shipping power out of the
State.” He urges greater assistance
as regards forestation: the taking of
prohibition out of politics; more Fed
eral assistance for Maine roads; at
tention to air mail: greater assist
ance from the Department of Com

merce for market cooperation: and
selling the State more largely to the

BENNY WINS AGAIN

THANKS WALTON

remaining 47 as one of the

Camden Golfer For the Sec The Chamber of Commerce
ond Time Heads the Coun
Shows Appreciation of Su
try Club Tournament
pervisor’s Thoroughness

'
I

j
I

j

GOV. GARDINER’S REPLY
Informs Foreign Wars Post That 98 Percent of 8000
Employes On Highways Are Maine Men

The attempt to make a political
issue by broadcasting a report that
Maine labor was not being largely
For the second time the Saturday
The citizens of Rockland have
unlf tournament bacon was taken j every reason to feel grateful to Fred employed in tlie construction of
home to Camden by that ardent , IL Walton, supervisor of the census Maine highways was nipped in the
golfer and careful player. Benny ! for this district, because it was his
hud yesterday by an official statement
Mathews who repeated his triumph ' persistence supplemented by the use
of a week ago, his net 66 falling seven i of The Courier-Gazette’s columns from Gov Gardiner that approxi
strokes below the irunner-up. jthat that made it possible for Rockland to mately 98 percent of the employes are
other genial and devoted player of show its head in the 9000-clnss. Maine men. andi that it is the policy
the game. Fred C Dyer. The field Everywhere Supervisor Walton Is re of the State Highway Department,
was a little reduced in numbers by ceiving bouquets and the following not only to employ residents of
reason of the fishing season, but as is Rockland's contribution through
Maine when possible, hut of tlie
soon as the, streams and ponds have its Chamber of Commerce:
locality where Mie work is being
been cleared, the sportsmen will re
done.
gain their golf clubs and tournaments
Gov. Gardiner’s statement, which
with full ranks may confidently be
conies as a reply to a Foreign Wars
Rockland. June 7. 1930
looked for. Saturday’s scores:
Bost, which had deplored the employ
Hon. W. M. Stewart, Director,
B. F. Mathews ......................
■ i 18 66 .
Bureau of the Census.
ment of non-resident labor to the
F.
lDver ............................ ........ XU- hi
Department of Commerce,
exclusion of Maine men.
If. A Ross .......................... ........ 89 13 76
A.
Jones .......................... ........ $2
Washington. D. C.
The text of the letter to Philip B.
H E Robinson ...................... ........ 88— 10 78 '
Frothingham Bost follows:
The Board of Directors of the
W. (’. Ladd ................................... 98^ 18 80 1
“The resolution refers to ‘the wide
L. E. <M< K.u ........................ ........ 95— 13 82 '
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
E. K. IVeazle .......................... ........ 93— 10 83
spread unemployment in the State.’
have been impressed by the
W 31 Khodes ...................... ........ 104 - 20 81
It is to be regretted that any unem
thorough and efficient manner
Hervey Allen ...................... ........ 107 20 87
ployment exists in the State, but I
Standish li’erry ...................... .... .. 109— 20— 89
In which the census tabulation
am glad to say that the condition has
has been conducted and takes
improved a great deal over the con
this opportunity of registering
PARISH MEETING
dition yrevailing a few months ago.
its appreciation of the efforts
While it is very difficult to arrive at
of Fred R. Walton. Supervisor
Universalists Elect Trustees
any definite figures, the Commis
of the Census. (District of Maine,
sioner of Labor estimates that there
and his capable corps* of work
and Vote For Boy Scout
is less than half the unemployment
ers.
Unit
that existed in the winter. The vari
Very truly yours,
ous companies that carry on woods
Allan F. McAlary.
The annual parish meeting of the
operations are still in the position to
I‘resident.
Universalist Church was held last
give employment to men looking for
Lenore Benner, lActing See.
evening, with supper under the di
work and you will jbe (glad to know
rection of Mrs. Grace Rollins, presi- ■
that any man applying for such work
DOESN’T SOUND “SPORTY”
dent of the Women’s Society. Re- j
through the State Department of
ports of the committees were heard,
Labor can be placed. Doubtless your
and these trustees were elected: Dugald Dewar Seems Unwilling To organization might be of some assist
Abide By Result of the Primary ance in this respect.
Eugene E. (Stoddard. J. A. Jameson.
• * ♦ •
Election
Dr. E. VV. I’easlee, E. F. Glover. J.
Fred Knight, E. IL Veaxie and Mrs.
“Tin* resolution is mistaken as to
Dngald B. Dewar, candidate for the exhaustion of the appropriation
E. VV. Berry.
Among the matters discussed was the Republican nomination of United for the World War Relief Commis
the organization of a Boy Scout troop States senator, declared in a state sion. June 1. 1930. tlie balance in that
as a part *of the church activities, ment Sunday that if he "made any fund was $1 1,379.15. On April 10.
and It was voted to have the base kind of a showing" at the primaries 1930. the Executive Council by Order
ment room put in shape for Scout a week from Monday he would run 216 made $10,000 available additional
meetings to begin next fall.
The as an independent candidate in the to the legislative appropriation.
committee in charge of this detail is September election.
“The resolution recites that much
He characterized as “deliberate of the need for this relief would -be
composed of: M. E Wot ton. E. F.
Glover. Hervey Allen. E. R. Veazie, falsehoods" reports thal he entered obviated hy the employment of citi
the campaign to aid the candidacy of zens in State construction projects.
and Rev. George H. Welch.
It Was voted to dose the church former Gov. Brewster for the Re If you will examine the record of
nomination
for
United cases on file with the Relief Com
beginning Sunday. July 13 and con publican
tinuing through August.
The !•<*- States senator.
mission I am afraid that you would
Dewar is an anti-prohibition candi- find little warrant for tills paragraph
maining church officers are later to
be appointed by the trustees.
1 date.
of the resolution.
“I assume that before giving pub
licity to the resolution some of your
mem hers made a very thorough in
quiry into the matter kind perhaps it
may he unnecessary for me to call to
your attention some of the following
facts.
"In the employ of the .State High
Are superior to all others because they are PER
way Department at tlie present time
there are approximately 8'090. While
MANENT and EVERLASTING. Nothing short
no complete record is at hand 1 think
of a sledge-hammer blow will crack a HELIO
it is safe to estimate that 98 per cent
of these are citizens of Maine. 'Of
FLOOR. Heavy objects dropped will rebound
course many of them are employed
as from a wood floor, causing little or no dam
locally, the town or city making the
contract of employment being reim
age. However, to get at water pipes, to make
bursed by the State later. State aid
alterations, etc., individual tiles may be drilled
work, maintenance, third class, and
special resolve construction are car
with a star drill in the usual manner, or chipped
ried on in coo|M'ration between state
out if necessary. When replaced, the floor is
and local officials, these divisions of
the work represent the larger portion
exactly like new; even a trained eye is scarcely
of tlie pay rolls. Some of the bridge
able to detect the replacement. Those who have
construction work and some of the
had experience with Heliofloors proclaim them
State highway construction work is
carried on by our own force. The
to be superior to any wood or hard-surface floor
larger part of the construction on
now known.
State highways (amounting for this
year to about 106 miles) is let to con
tractors. on competitive bids.
“You are of course familiar with
ROCKLAND, MAINE
t.lie following specification Hti the
contract:
MAINE HELIOPORE SERVICE CORP.
‘ ‘Other conditions being equal, the
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
contractor in the construction of the
work shall give preference in em

FEATURE NUMBER 1
HELIOPORE FLOORS

F. A. RICHARDSON

Dining Room Open I 2.30 to 9.30 p. m. (daylight)

vacatiojj

playgrounds.
“The mounting costs of govern
ment can only be handled by liberal
plans for future development, coupled
with economy and efficiency, but we
want no parsimony." declares Mr.
Bonney.
Mr. Bonney was born in
Andover, Me., attended Cambridge
Latin School, learned the printer’s
trade in the Maine Woods office at
Phillips, then returned to school and
graduated from Harvard in 1897.

W. Hodges, (list vice president
One reason why the IWeather Bu
of Lions International.
reau is providing rain for the first
half of the week is in order that there
5.0-0 p. m.—Concert by Rockland
m.av be sunny skies for Friday and
Boys' Band
,
Saturday when Lions from all over
6.30 p. m.—Banquet in main dining
Maine assemble at tlie Samoset
room. District Governor Holman
Hotel for I heir district convention
presiding, and Rev. Dr. Ashley
Lots of outdoor attractions have been
A. Smith toastmaster; address of
arranged for the visitors, and wc
welcome.
Mayor
Charles M.
Richardson:
response.
Judge
simply must have good weather to
make them successful.
Arthur Patterson, president of
The motorcade at 4 o'clock Satur
Castine Club; address. Chief
Justice William R. Pattangall;
day afternoon will give the public in
Camden. Rockport . Rockland and
entertainment and stunts, Ban
Thomaston an opportunity to se«
gor-Brewer Club.
what this rapidly growing fraternal
9.30 p. m.—Dance.
organization is like.
The parade
Saturday
r ute in Rockland will be: Down
8.00 a. m.— Breakfast Round Table,
Main to Talbot avenue, up Talbot
old and new club presidents and
avenue to Broadway, down Broad
secretaries.
way to Beech, down Beech to I’nion,
0.00 a m.—'Reports and an address,
down Cnion to -Masonic, up Masonic
by an international official.
to Broad over Broad to Park, thence
10.45—Sightseeing trip on Stmr. Gov.
io Thomaston, going as far as the
Bodwell and sports at the 'Samo
State Prison. Camden and Rockport
set.
wiil be visited before the Lions come
J.00 p. m.—Luncheon in main dining
to Rockland. It is expected that there
room. District Governor Holman
will he more than 100 cars jn line.
presiding and Charles T. Smalley,
Knox County Lions will learn with
toastmaster; address Dr. A. O.
much regret that President Charles
Thomas;
entertainment
and
T. Smalley of the Rockland Club has
stunts presented by Mexico Club
concluded not to be a candidate for
and others, President Leon Small
district governor. The stage was all
chairman.
set for tin* election, but President
2.30 p. m.—Reports, election of offi
Smalley does not feel that he can de
cers; address, George -B. Ander
vote the necessary amount of time.
son. assistant secretary of Lions’
The convention program:
International.
Friday
2.30 p. in.—Concert by Camden Boys’
2.00 p. m.—Concert by Rockland
Band, bridge tea for the ladies;
golf, tennis, bathing.
Boys’ Band.
,
4.00 'p. in.—Motorcade, visiting Cam
2.0-0 p. m.—Registration at confer
ence headquarters, Samoset Ho
den. the cement plant. Gen. Knox
tel.
Memorial and State Peniten
4.00 p. m.—Convention called to
tiary.
order hy District Governor Wil
6.00 p. m.—Concert by Camden Boys’
Kami
liam H Holman; opening song;
invocation. Rev. E. O. Kenyon.
7.00 p. in.— Banquet, District Gov
ernor Holman presiding and
Rockland; address of welcome.
Former District Governor Fred
Charles T. Smalley, president of
host club, and J. IL Montgomery,
Gabbi as toastmaster; intro
duction of new district gov
president of Camden-Rockport
Club; response, Kingsbury Piper.
ernor; address, Earle VV. Hodges;
Bangor-Brewer Club; reports;
entertainment and stunts by
nomination of candidates for dis
Portland Club
trict governor; address by Bari
9.30 p. m.—Dance.

ployment of inhabitants of the tow
in which the work is located.’
“The present policy of the Highwa
Department Is to employ whenev*
possible residents not only of tl
State but of the locality where wor
is 'in progress and to encourage cor
tractors verbally, as well as by e>
pressed specification in the contrac
to employ local men. No author!I
appears to exist to compel them I
do so. The resolution recommends
reversal of the present policy, but
gather from the substance of tl
statement that the present polic
accords with your ideas but that yc
would like to strengthen it if pos
slide in tlie interest of affording eir
ployment for our own citizens and i
this I agree with you.
"The resolution recommends tl
institution of every appropria
means to secure and to insure prefei
ence In the employment in all Sta
projects for the citizens of the Sta
of Maine. If any such means can '1
found In addition to those now us<
1 am sure the officials of the Higl
way (Department would be most aj
preciative of the suggesetion.”

SOME PHEASANTS ESCAPED
A few years ago the pheasant
house owned by ,W. V. Mora ng at
Nobleboro was burned to the ground,
destroying about $10,000 worth of
beautiful birds.
The house was
found afire from one end to the other
and it was apparently the intention
of someone to destroy the entire out
fit. Some of the varieties were of
birds nearly extinct and their eggs
were worth $5 apiece.
At the time
Mr. Mora ng expressed the opinion
that some Hungarian pheasants had
escaped .and might survive. Very
recently Guy Benner found 14 pheas
ant’s eggs In a nest and saw the old
bird. Others have seen the birds and
been ipuzzled to identify them. Also,
a pair of these birds have been seen
near .Macurda Pond, which is about
10 miles from the site of the scene of
the fire.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life ajsaln I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.
THE WANTS OF MAN

"Man wants but little here below.
Nor wants that little lone."
‘Tin not with me exactly so:
Rut ‘tls so in the sone.
'My wants are many and, If told.
Would muster many a score:
And were each wish a mint of gold.
I still should long for more.

I want (who does not want?) a wife—
Affectionate and fair:
To solace all the woes of life.
And all Its joys to share.
Of temper sweet, of yielding will,
Of firm, .vet placid mind.
With all my faults to love me still
With sentiment refined.

I want a warm and faithful friend.
To cheer the adverse hour:
Who ne'er to flatter will descend.
Nor bend the knee to power.—
A friend to chide me when I'm wrong.
’My Inmost soul to see:
And that my friendship prove as strong
For him as his for me.

I want the seals of power and place.
The ensigns of command :
(’barged by the People's unbought grace
To rule my native land.
Nor crown nor sceptre would I ask
But from my country's will,
By <lay,'hy night, to plv the task
Her cup of bliss to nit.
These are the Wants of mortal Man,—
1 cannot want them long.
For life Itself Is hut a span.
And earthly bliss- a song.
>Tv last great Want- absorbiug all—
Is. when beneath the sod.
And summoned (o my Anal call,
The Mercy of my K»od.
—John (Juincy Adams.

Washington, 1841,

Every-Other-Day
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KIDDIES DID WELL

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland. Sic., June 1». 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he la Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this patter of June ", 1930, there was
printed a total of ,6328 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Presented Operetta “Grand
mother’s Garden” Bef^^
Applauding Crowd

REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES KNOX COUNTY

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATES

STATE OF MAINE

STATE OF MAINE

REPUBLICAN STATE PRIMARY

DEMOCRATIC STATE PRIMARY

Republican Candidates to be voted for in' the Primary Election June 16, 1930, in the
County of Knox
Penalty for wilfully defacing, itearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot, Five to
One Hundred Dollars Fine
EDGAR C. SMITH, Secretary of State.

A capacity house greeted the
operetta
‘Grandmother’s Garden”
presented in the High School audi
LIST OF CANDIDATES
7”
He that keepeth thee will not
torium Friday evening under the di
plumber.—Psalm 121:3.
rection of Miss Esther Stevenson, i MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH
supervisor of music in the public TO VOTE FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR
HELPING THE MEMORIAL
schools, and the hearty applause tes EACH OFFICE. ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND MARK
tified to the great pleasure given tv CROSS (X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
- There should be—and we are con the performance of the youngsters.
The cast of the operetta, with two
Vote for ONE
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR,
fident is — a continually growing
‘■■I ‘““A------------------exceptions was drawn from Grades
z
Vote for ONE
interest in the memorial to General 3. 4 5 and 6, the leads being: Queen.
LEXJNARD R. CAMPBELL, Rockland.
□
Knox, the stately proportions of Carol Gardner (high school); Grand
RALPH O. BREWSTER, Dexter
□
□
■which now stand disclosed upon the mother, Dorothy Harvey, (Junior
High); Barbara, Ruth Thomas; Jane.
DUGALD B. DEWAR. Portland,
□
heights of Thomaston, overlooking
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER, Vote for ONE
Mary Havener: Alice. Grace Grant;
the historic river. What the com Mary. Ethel Hayes; Queen’s Messen
WALLACE II. WHITE. Jr.. Lewiston
□
GHORGE W. Ol’SHEE, Appleton.
□
pleted structure shall come to mean ger, Harold Dondis; Frog. Grant Da- j
□
to this coast of Maine will ynore and vis; Bumble Bee. George Robishaw; '
ADIN L. HOPKINS. Camden,
□
more stand revealed, as the ancient Daisy. Bernice Havener; Rosebud.
Felice Perry, and Bachelor Button.
Vote for ONE
FOR GOVERNOR,
church with its Paul Revere bell Edith Berggren. In the “garden" ap
□
assumes its rightful place jn the pic peared sunflowers, marigolds, holly
WM. TUDOR GARDINER, Gardiner,
□
FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
hocks.
carnations,
daisies,
roses,
ture, the grounds fall into their
LEGISLATURE
JOHN WILSON. Bangor,
pansies, ferns, bachelor buttons, and !
□
orderly condition and the stately halls
poppies attended by birds, butterfiles.
ABLERT
C.
McfLOON,
Rockland
and rooms of the reproduced mansion, frogs, bees and fairies. These ap
□
FRED
E.
BURKETT,
Union
restored to their former glory, dis peared in songs and dances that were i
ARTHUR K. WALKER. Rockport
Vote for ONE
FOR STATE AUDITOR,
close to the present generation a pic entrancing in their vivid color and I
appeal. Other features included a !
GEORGE
E. ALIEN, Camden
ture of old-time life and manners
ELBERT D. RAYFORD. Farmingdale.
group of Dutch Children, a minuet of i
□
EDWIN S. VOSE, Cushing
clothed in’the atmosphere of history “carnation" garbed lassies , a toe
GRANVILLE N. BACH ELDER. St. George
and romance. It‘is this increasing dance by Ruth Dondis (junior high) j
□
ALBERT J. RAWLEY, St. George
interest upon the part of the public and .Florence Dean, and selections by
Rhythmic bands, one group from the
FOR
REPRESENTATIVE
TO
CONGRESS.
which gives assurance that the crea
sub-primary and the other from the I
Vote for ONE
tion of the memorial is to be rewarded first and second grades.
FREDERICK P. BONNEY. Kangeley.
with countrywide favor.
The operetta progressed smoothly
□
Much remains to be done by way of from start to finish. The music was
ZELMA M. DW1NAL. Camden.
□
very tuneful, the dances graceful and
making Montpelier into an historical
novel, and the costumes in their vari
picture that shall take its place in ous delicate and vivid colors present
DONALD R. PARTRIDGE, Norway.
□
the group with Washington’s home ed a picture not soon to be forgotten.
□
The rhythmic bands won a big
nt 'Meant Vernon and Thomas Jeffer
son’s ’Monticello,” both national hand. In the sub-primary group were
Vote for ONE
FOR STATE SENATOR,
about 30 children, the boys wearing
shrines. There are many under whose white trousers and blouses, with
SAMUEL E. NORWOOD. Warren,
□
eye these lines shall fall who have black ties, .white caps and red capes.
some knowledge, either direct or by The girls wore white dresses with
GEORGE L. ST CLAIR. Rockland,
□
tradition, of the period thus to be white caps and red capes. The sec- I
ond group embraced 33 children I
memoralized. Already several have dressed similarly but with blue capes. )
□
come forward with information relat The instruments used included tri-i
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE, Vote for ONE
ing to furnishings of the former man angles, clappers, drums, wood blocks,
cymbals,
bells,
jingle
sticks,
tam

sion, and stories dealing with the
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Rockport,
□
bourines and rhythm sticks. The
family, the life and Knox himself. children performed remarkably well,
□
The committees earnestly desire to considering the brief time the bands
gather up every detail of this char have been organized. Mrs. Char i
FOR COUNTY TREASURER,
Vote for One
acter and will highly value in the lotte Jackson accompanied in her
usual able manner.
IRVING LAWTON BRAY, Rockland,
□
connection every co-operation which
A pleasing feature was the ar
friends may toe able to give.
rangement made by Miss Stevenson
EARLE C. DOW. Rockport,
□
whereby the children left the stage,
not
by
the
side
exits,
but
ac-oss
the
BELIEVES IN FLORIDA
□
footlights and down a few steps into
the center aisle where they marched
Vote for ONE
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS,
The columns of this paper from
single file to the back of the audi
time to time testify to the fact that torium and into the hands of the
ALBERT WINSLOW. Rockland.
□
the subject of Florida seems always teachers who took charge of them.
□
to present itself with interest to a This not only provided an oppor
tunity to see the gowns at close-up,
large body of its contributors and
but avoided the confusion that often
FOR SHERIFF,
Vote for ONE
readers. This fact justifies in quot manifests itself on such occasions.
FRANK
F.
HARDING,
Rockland,
□
ing a paragraph or two from a letter
The decorations, done largely by
written to the editor by that dis Mrs. Harriet Hall Lufkin and Almon
□
B. Cooper Jr., were of striking sim
tinguished member of the bar and
plicity.
Streamers of green were
citizen of Tampa, Col. Peter O. used back stage,, augmented by a
Knight. The letter is a personal one, garden arch of lilacs. A huge bank
WORLD’S TALLEST STRUCTURE is the highest. It has what is said to
CUSHING
tout we dare say the Colonel will of lilacs extended across the foot
be the largest painting in the world
lights,
and
large
bouquets
of
spring
Mrs.
H.
L.
Killeran
was
the
guest
have no objection to our reproducing
The tallest structure In the world—
flowers were used effectively on the
In the ceiling of the lobby, a canvas
what he puts into words so concise stage, the piano, etc. Girls from the of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt In War the Chrysler Building—was opened
104) feet by 75. it has the highest res
ren
recently
and
with
them
visited
senior class ushered efficiently.
and convincing.
formally the other day.
taurant in one of the upper floors and
Too much praise cannot be given j her daughter Miss Orpha at Hinckley,
I venture to say (he writes) that
Its burnished, rustless steel spire the highest clubrooms, the Sky
no tetate in the Fnion could have Miss Stevenson who worked untir- ' Good Will farm, who is one of the scrapes the clouds 1,030 feet above scraper Club, and the most stories, 78.
withstood what Florida has with ingly to make the operetta a success, teachers there.
42d street and Lexington avenue, 46
stood for the past five years and still lavishing thought and care In the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Maloney have feet higher than the Eiffel Tower and
be moving along. We have had a preparation and conducting daily re
Do not miss the sale going on all
boom, deflation, two hurricanes, two hearsals in addition to carrying on returned home from Medomak, where 75 feet above the Bank of Manhattan this week at Gorden & Lovejoy’s.
they
have
been
since
early
in
March
her
regular
routine
work
in
the
freezes, the Mediterranean fruit fly,
Union, Me. Sale closes Saturday
Building in the financial district,
and enough false publicity to bank schools. Her ability is reflected in having had charge of the boarding
It Is a building of superlatives. It night.—adv.
house
at
the
canning
factory.
the
unanimous
opinion
that
the
oper

rupt ten states. We have had since
Dr. H. L. Elliot and Charles LeDecember 31 a shrinkage in our bank etta stands out as the most successful
deposits from one billion dollars to school undertaking of this type. Miss Claire of Salem. Mass., are at Mont
At the Sign of
three hundred million dollars, an Stevenson on the other hand is warm pelier, which they are getting In
gjNorth National B aritcj]
readiness
for
occupancy
next
month,
amount of money greater than the in her admiration and appreciation
ill
deposits of all the banks of any state of the cooperation given toy all the when the doctor and family will
occupy
it
for
their
annual
vacation.
in' the south except Texas. And yet teachers and parents, feeling the suc
Ralph Pease was in Togus recently
there is not a bank with which I am cess would have been small without
1854
1930
to visit his father who is at the Sol
connected—and 1 am connected with their help and enthusiasm.
diers' Home.
eight—that owes the Federal Reserve
Edward McNamara of Boston, is
"ON MY SET"
Rank, or any New York hank a dollar,
the guest of his brother William Mc
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne of
(in the contrary, half of them have
Namara, while recuperating from a
Winchester, Mass., formerly pas
money on call in New York.
severe attack of rheumatism, which
tor of the First Baptist Church
This is a state of the most wonder
incapacitated him from working the
of this city, is to conduct the
ful natural resources and the most
past winter at his business in the
service
of
the
Federated
recuperative of any state in the
Of continuous Banking Service
carpet department of Jordan Maish.
Churches over WBZ tomorrow
Union. Nevertheless its condition, it
Miss Orpha Killeran arrived home
at 10 a. ,m.
for Rockland and Surrounding
pays more inheritance taxes per
Thursday night from Hinckley, where
capita and more income taxes per
Communities
she has been a teacher in the high
Democrats held a Statewide
capita than any state in the Union.
school
for
the
past
two
years.
rally
in
Missouri
Saturday
night
The state is all right. It has the same
E B. Hart has been confined to
The North National Bank haa played a big part
and started a Presidential boom
climate, soil, geographical position,
bis home with an attack of appendi
in the business lift of Eastern 'Main* for over threefor former Senator James A.
and natural resources it always has
citis the past week.
quarters of a Century.
Reed. The turbulent Missourian
had, and will be going on getting big
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of
is certainly a fine orator, as noted
ger and greater and more prosperous
Through these Years of Service this Bank has
Middleboro, Mass., are expected in
by his radio speech Saturday
as the years roll by.
established itself as a Reliable, Safe, Progressive,
town this week to spend the summer
night.
Ever Dependable Banking Institution.
at the McNamara-Boynton farm.
THE SEA SERPENT
Mrs. Jack Perie has an educated
A series of concerts by the
hen, which comes to the shed and
General Electric Band was be
Knitters in the sun and sitters by
cackles to be let In, where she de
gun Saturday night. It is a fine
the chimney corner never lose inter
posits her egg, then cackles to be let
organization, well worth your
out.
est in tales told of sea monsters,
attention,
Adelbert Grafton of East Friend
though in these modern days such
ship has employment with B. S. Geyer
A popular feature of the morn
narratives apparently are largely
who is building a double ihen-pen at
ing broadcast on WCSH and
Jack Perie’s.
received with the tongue In the cheek.
WEEI is the radio talkie ‘ What
Thus the Boston Herald, from which
Happened To Jane.” In Thurs
day’s broadcast Jane will try her
•we quote:
hand at driving Ted’s new car.
A prolonged toot spell can be
depended on for an old-fashioned sea
Do I imagine it, or is the Jenny
serpent tale and that's just what
band concert getting a little bet
the schooner Pollyanna, Capt. Cecil
ter each Sunday night?
Moulton of Gloucester, brought in
••• •••
from Georges yesterday. It was the
Gilbert and Sullivan operas
first "sarpint” yarn ot the 1930 sea
were heard over again in the At
son, a hit early, hut bristling with
water Kent program Sunday
thrills. Twenty-three men of the
night, under the most favorable
Pollyanna's crew vouch for a spec
conditions of reception. “Mika
tacle seen two weeks ago when a
do,” “H. M. S. Pinafore” and “The
150-foot something with head like a
Pirates of Penzance”—they have
horse and poised above a smooth sea
never lost their power to thrill
appeared alongside like a huge eel.
and amuse.
moving at least 10 knots and never
casting an eye on the schooner. It
disappeared to the westward, still
It is safe to say that all follow
going strong when last seen. The
ers of the Braves were in fine
thing was a greenish-black with buff
fettle Sunday afternoon when the
■underbody and about the size of a
Boston team was having its big
gasoline drum through its middle.
inning against Pittsburg.
«•>«••••»
The Pollyanna’s company undoubt
edly breathed easier when the
Tomorrow
night
at
10.30
stranger straddled the horizon, for it
o'clock, Grantland Rice will in
might have taken possession ot the
terview Benny Leonard and we
little vessel and rolled it keel up in
shall get some first hand dope on
a jiffy. Be that as it may. old-timers
the Sharkey - Schmelling fight
at the fish pier wink slyly at mention
which is to take place the fol
ot sea serpents with a guess that the
lowing night. The big scrap is to
Pollyanna fell in with a school of
be broadcast over stations WEEI,
porpoises, for all the world like a
WBZ and WCSH, beginning at
huge snake as they leap, roll, dive
9.30 o’clock.
and wallow
Herein one perceives the usual note has looked upon one of these strange
Don’t Miss This Opportunity To Get Your Tires. Why Not Tire Your Car On
of Incredulity when the sea serpent creatures of the deep, close in by
Our “Pay As You Ride Plan.” Terms As Low As $1.00 Per Week
is mentioned. But the evidence the the Knox County shore. Since we
listened
to
his
story,
doubt
of
the
I
other way is not lightly to be dis
missed. We know a man whose sea serpent has never lain in our I

Democratic Candidates to be voted for in ithe Primary Election June 16, 1930, in the
County of Knox

Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates, or a specimen ballot. Five to One
Hundred Dollars Fine.

EDGAiR C. SMITH, Secretary of State.

LIST OF CANDIDATES
MAKE A CROSS (X) IN THE SQUARE TO THE RIGHT OF THE NAME OF THE PERSON YOU WISH TO
VOTE FOR. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF CANDIDATES TO BE MARKED FOR
OR EACH
OFFICE. ADD NAMES BY WRITING OR PASTING STICKERS IN BLANK SPACES AND
MARK CROSS
(X) TO RIGHT OF SUCH NAMES. DO NOT ERASE NAMES.
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR,
Vote for ONE

FRANK II. HASKELL, Portland,

FOR SHERIFF,

OSCAR W. CARROLL, Rockport,

Rockland,

SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE

Guaranteed First Quality Ajax McClaren Built Tires
and Tubes Slashed to Rock Bottom Prices!

29x4.40,
30x4.50,
28x4.75,
29x4.75,
30x5.00,

31x6.00,
32x6.00,
33x6.00,

FOUR-PLY TIRES
$5.49 Tubes,
6.25 Tubes,
7.49 Tubes,
7.59 Tubes,
8.10 Tubes,
SIX-PLY TIRES
$12.79 Tubes,
12.89 Tubes,
15.09 Tubes,
Prices On All Other Sizes Equally Low!

$1.25
1.35
1.50
1.60
1.75

$2.65
2.75
2.91

BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION

veracity can not toe quest! ned who

mind-

,

'

'

I

<

>
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PARK STREET, CORNER BROADWAY

‘THE NEW ROCKLAND”

TEL. 310

□

□

□
□

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,
FOR GOVERNOR,

Vote for ONE

EDWARD C. MORAN, JR„ Rockland,

Vote for ONE

ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland,

□

□

□

□
FOR STATE AUDITOR,

Vote for ONE

HELEN N. HANSON, Calais,

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER, Vote for ONE

RALPH W. JOHNSON, Camden,

□

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
Vote for ONE

ALBERT BELIVEAU, Rumford,

□

ARTHUR L. HORSEY, Auburn,

□
□

FOR STATE SENATOR,

□
□

□

FOR REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
LEGISLATURE

JAMES J. O’HARA. Rockland
HERBERT E. MESSER, Union
EVERETT N. HOBBS, Hope
NELSON F. SPEAR. Cushing
WINTHROP J. WHITNEY. Friendship
WILLIAM A. SMITH, Vinalhaven

Vote for ONE

FRED O. BARTLETT, Rojkland,

□
□

FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE, Vote for ONE

OSCAR A. COPELAND. Warren.

□
□
Vote for ONE

FOR COUNTY TREASURER,

DONALD I*. GEORGE, Thomaston,

□

□
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS,

Vote for ONE

HENRY II. PAYSON, Rockland,

Q

/

□

PARK ’THEATRE
Park street resembled 'Broadway
ast night at the opening of “Hold
Everything" the heavyweight comedy
sensation at the Park Theatre. Much
had been promised of this picture,
superb comedy, plenty oft laughs,

I
I
'
j
I
!

List Your Real Estate

plenty of action and plenty of color
and no one left the theatre without ;
having had every promise fulfilled. <
Winnie Lightner comes back again!
as her “wild" self and Joe E. Brown is i
a scream. Lines of praise could 1«written on this picture hut what’s
the use you’ll be seeing it anyhow. ■
It’s on the program for today, Wed
nesday and Thursday. There is a |
strong possibility that it will be re- j
tained through Saturday.—adv.

uirfA ?Vi7o
I have many Desirable Pieces of Property For
sale at Reasonable Prices—South Main Street,
Talbot Avenue, The Highlands, Broadway and
Owl’s Head.
I Will Swap For Anything
S. NILO SPEAR

Spring Street

Rockland

Public Service

Seventy-Six Years

North National Bank

Vote for ONE

During the past few years the public has become
accustomed to reading the advice rendered farming
communities that a diversified crop is not only a
great insurance, but a saving.

The farmer follows the advice to his profit and the
investor should take like advice in making his invest
ments. The ordinary investor selects his investments
as the average man would write out a prescription at
a pharmacy for his needs, rather than go to his physi
cian for advice.

A way to meet the problem is to rely upon the ad
vice of a good investment house. The investment
banker can quickly ascertain whether one’s list meas
ures up to one’s investment needs. He can make
constructive suggestions as to ways of securing bet
ter diversification and greater safety.
Our facilities are yours to command.

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland*
Union

Camden

Rockport

Vinalhaven
Warren

RESOURCES OVER $4,6OO,OOO.Q0

Tel. I2I-W

r

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Park Theatre was compelled to
turn 'em away last night. Go early
it 'you would see 'Hold Everything."

For Resort and TownCool Deauville Sandals

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

There will be a special communi
June 12—^Commencement exercises of Bockland High 'School, at the High School audi cation of Aurora Lodge Wednesday
torium.
at 4.30 standard time. Work on the

The ideal summcr.footwear. Lightweight

June 13—^igh School alumni reception at
High •School auditorium.

Master Mason degree upon several
June 11—Rockland High vs. Camden iHlgh candidates. At 5.30 a chicken supper
at Camden, to tattle championship of Kftox will be served by Golden Rod Chap
and (Lincoln League.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District, ter. The last section of the degree
Lions International, at the Samoset.
will be Conferred at 6.30.

June 13-16 Colby College Commencement.
June 14 Flag Day exercises at Elks Home.
June 14 Limerock Pomona Grange nujets
with Pleasant Elver Grange, Vinalhaven.
June 19 Dinner-bridge at Bockland Coun
try Club.
June 23—Children’s 'Playground opens.
July 9- Ladles Aid of Littlefield Memorial
fair.

Weather This Week

There was a distinct note of tri
umph in M. Frank Donohue’s voice
this morning, as he announced that
lots of horses are ccming for the
Fourth of July celebration races at
Knox Trotting Park. The classes
are: 2.17 purse, 3200; 2.20, purse $150;
3.23 purse $150. All mixed races.

Weather outlook for week In North
and Middle Atlantic states: Mostly
Writing |from 725, 13th Ave., St.
fair until Thursday or Friday when Petersburg, Fla., to the home paper,
showers are indicated; cool at the Joshua Thorndike, that staunch na
beginning of the week with slowly tive of South Thomaston, says: “1
rising temperatures the middle of am not going to Maine this season.
the week.
My health ,is much better here. De
lightful weather, cool nights with a
The Fire Department has a meet
good breeze. If I don’t like later, on.
ing at 7 o’clock tonight.
the trains run out as well as in."

F. M. Tibbetts is having his vaca
tion from the Postoffice.

The Ladies’ Aid holds its regular
Slipper at the Methodist vestry Wed

nesday atj 6 o’clock. There will also
he an kill-day rummage sale.

Harry Wilbur, who has been at
tached to the staff of Alan L. Pird’s
law office, is to be married in Arling
ton. Mass., tomorrow to Miss Agnes
Brooks.

Repairs and improvements on the
Limerock street house bought by Wil
bur Cross are nearing completion and
the family expect to occupy it next
week.

Have you registered? If not you
should attend to that duty before
Wednesday night if you wish to take
part in the primary election next
Monday.
The Chamber of Commerce re
quests Rockland merchants to dis
play their flags Friday and Saturday
on the occasion of the »Oistrlet Lions
Convention at the jSamoset.

The Stonington Fuel & Lumber Co.
has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000. B. Lake Noyes Is
president. George B. Noyes is treas
urer and D. Jewell Noyes clerk.

Major Kenneth ,P. Lord, who has
been stationed at Fort Leavenworth.
Kadfcns. has been transferred to
Washington for one year, and is now
there on a 10-day leave of absence
■The family leaves for Rockland,
June 21.

William J. Perry, long time res
taurant man. has opened a new lunch
room just south of the Eastern Fur
niture Co. store under the name of
the Green Lantern and will he pleasefa
to welcome all his old-time patrons
and friends.
An event of particular local interest
took place at the weekend State
Spiritualists’ Convention held at
Pittsfield when the Rockland Spirit
ualists’ Association was awarded a
handsome American flag and stand
ard for showing the greatest percent**
age increase in Maine. Several auto-,
mobiles conveyed the large locaj,
delegation to the convention.
Among the members of the Edwin
Libby Relief Corps who are to attend
the annual convention of the State
Relief Corps, in Portland this week
are iMrs. Rebecca Ingraham Mrs.
Amanda Choate. Mrs. Elizabeth Mills.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer, Mrs. Julia
Huntley, Mrs. Winifred Butler, Mrs.
Mary Cooper. Mrs. Ella McMillan./
Mrs. Maud Cables and Mrs. Bessfr
Haraden.

Esther M. Chapman of Linwood.
Penn., granddaughter of Mrs. Martha
Koster, Broad street, graduated from
Linwcod Grammar School 'June 5.
Miss Chapman has,the distinction of
going through in seven years and
received from the Knights of Pythias
$5 in gold for highest'scholastic rat
ing. 'Site also received $2.50 in gold
for an average of over 90 in Delaware
County examinations.

The Maine Dental Association will
hold its annual convention June
19-20-21 at Poland Spring, the open
ing session being on Thursday aft
ernoon at 3.30 o'clock. In connection
with the convention there will be the
annual golf tournament, and features
she'll as bridge and tea for the ladies.
The convention will close on Satur
day. with Arthur G. Staples, editor of
the Lewiston Journal, as the speaker.
At the annual meeting of the Girl
Scout Council Thursday afternoon
these officers were re-elected: Mrs.
Ruth Eilingwood, commissioner; Miss
Lucy Rhodes, deputy commissioner:
Mrs. Orissa Merritt, secretary; Her
man Hart, treasurer. Other members
of the council are John Thompson.
Rev W. S. Rounds, Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, Mrs. Maude Blodgett, Mrs.
Rosa Littlefield. Miss Ellen Cochran.
Miss Anna Coughlin, Mrs . Eva
Toner, Miss Margaret Flanagan. Mrs.
Nina 'Beverage, Mrs. Sarah Snow
Mrs. Harriet Sherman. Mrs.’Gertrude
Wooster, Mrs. Edna French and Mrs.
Gladys Morgan.

The children’s party given by
Miriam Rebekah Lodge Saturday aft
ernoon had 40 little folks in attend
ance. together with several mothers.
Miss Madlene Rogers as chairman
was assisted by Mrs. Josephine
Burns, Mrs. Ida HuntleyTMiss Vivian
Ludwick, Mrs. Grace Ludwick, and
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson. The pro
gram Included piano solos by Kath
leen Chase and Marian Ludwick:
songs by Ernest ^Johnson and Charjes
Huntley; recitations by Milton Rol
lins Jr., George Huntley, Virginia
Richards: and harmonica solos by
Ernest Johnson, the final number be
ing the singing of "America” by all
the children. Games followed the
program. Refreshments were served
from tables gay in yellow decorations
featuring flowers and candy.

Next Saturday all roads will lead
to the Camden baseball park where
Tilt m.rston High and Rockland High
are going to play the rubber game
to decide ,the championship of the
Knox and Lincoln League.
Both
teams have completed their regular
schedules and eac’h has won eight
games and lost two. Realizing that
the fans want to see a winner, and
that a rubber game will help fill de
pleted treasuries. Principals Sturte
vant and Blaisdell agreed to have
another game for the purpose of
breaking the tie, and the contest will
take place in Camden—neutral terri
tory. Rockland and Thomaston have
made the same number of scores
playing against each other and In
all respects-appear to be about evenly
matched. Carleton of Wiscasset and
McCall of Augusta will be the um
pires.

The annual alumni reception to the
members of the graduating class, will
take place Friday evening at the High
School auditorium, presided over by
Dr. Linwood Rogers, president. In
addition to ,an entertainment which
is to provide several novel features
there will be cards and dancing. The
committee in charge is making an
effort to ,provide features to reach
The Universalist Mission Circle
and interest members of all ages and
are hoping for a banner attendance. meets Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Susie Davis, .South Main street.
The matter of a lighthouse depot After the 12.30 luncheon, the members
for Rockand, concerning which little will finish the year's sewing and at
has been heard of laite. is still occu 2.30 the business meeting, including
pying the government’s mind, and election of officers, will take place,
through the efforts of Congressman together with the devotional service.
White the Commissioner of Light There will be 'the usual response of
houses has advfsed; the Rockland religious current events to the roll
Chamber of Commerce that a repre call. Mrs. E. ;W. Berry will conduct
sentative will l>e here the Ja.*t of the a round table discussion of the topic
week.
J. N. iSou«thard has* been "What Can I Do To Make Our Meet
designated to meet him. and the rep ings More I^elpful and Interesting
resentative will find Mr. Southard Next Year?" Each memberJs asked
cocked and primed with reasons why to drop one or more unsigned writ
the station should he built here in ten suggestions into the box provided
stead of some remote point on the by tlhe leader and be prepared to take
some part in the discussion. Those
coast.
who have not returned their mite
An interested observer at the Rock boxes or paid the annual dues are re
land-Lisbon IFalls game in Thomas quested to remember that this will
ton yesterday afternoon was 1C. E. he the final meeting of the season.
Roman, a prominent resident of
Members of Blue Bonnet Troop
Vinalhaven. whose son, Herbert E.
Bowman, is principal of Lisbon Falls Girl Scouts who attended the Eastern
High School and coach of the base Maine rally in Bangor Saturday were
ball team having filled both capa Mary and Dorothy Lawny, Alice Gay,
cities to tne complete satisfaction of Eleanor Bradbury, Avis Lovejoy,
the townspeople.
Mr. Bowman, Elsie Howard. Evelyn Thistle, Julia
senior, accompanied hh» son back to Molway, lArlene Havener, Helen Ru
Lisbon Falls and will be present when benstein. Mary Stockbridge, Emma.
the latter’s daughter, Ruth Augusta Harding and |lrene Lunden, accom
Bowman.^ graduates from Lisbon panied by Captain 'Nina Beverage.
Practically every club in this distrie
Falls this week.
was represented, Presque Isle being
The Milk Fund Ball is June 16 at the farthest north, Eastport east and
Thomaston west, and every Oil.
Oakland Park ball room.
GG-71
Scout who attended brought home a
A public supper will be served jn enthusiastic report of the activities
&t. Peter’s Parish Rooms Saturday and the many courtesies extended
June 7th from 5.30 to 6.30 p. im. Price them by the Bangor troops. The
35 c. Menu—Baked beans, cold ham, rally was held at City 'Hall under the
bread, cake, coffee.—adv.
67-68
direction of Miss Ruth Hedlund. re
gional director for New England.
Mayor Blanchard extended greet
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
ings. to which Miss Hedlund respond
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu"
ed. The program included the allegi
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
ance to the flag, repeating of the
when
scout motto and laws, songs, games
and stunts. Blue Bonnet Troop m.-vde
METHYL BALM
a'splendid showing throughout the
will bring almost instant relief?
entire rally, winning first place twice
A scientifically compounded ex
in games. Box lunch was augmented
ternal application that should be
by ice cream and cookies served l»y
in every home. Sold only at
the Bangor girls. Transportation was
provided for within the troop, the
Johnston’s Drug Store
■nly other ear enlisted being that of
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. John D. Stevens, driven by Mrs.
Sent Post Paid on receipt of pried
Stevens herself, a courtesy greatly
76 cents
-’4 appreciated by Captain Beverage and

62tr

the Scouts.

|

,

|

f

and airy. In soft, luxurious leathers on
comfortable American lasts. Insist on

the genuine, imported Deauvilles—
—Mb

with trade-mark on the soles—in new

color combinations and smartest styles.

TRADE-MARK

$4.50 and $6
9KX J .'A.T •

Z’’

President Ralph Wentworth of the
Forty Club was the speaker at yes
terday's luncheon using as his theme
• the wrt k ,of the Farm Bureau in this
area. The talk was illustrated with
local stereopticon views and proved
interesting. Richard Reed was ad
mitted to membership, S. Nilo Spear
presiding.
A very generous public response
has greeted the tickets for the Par
ent-Teacher Association Milk Fund
bail which is to be held in Oakland
Park ballroom June 16. The work of
the association among the children is
«o w 11 and favorably known that
ev« ryhody wants to help swell the
milk fund for next year.
Among the members of the Aux
iliary of Sons of Union Veterans who
are planning to attend the 39th an
nual State Encampment in Portland
tri-- week are Mrs/ Nellie Achorn,
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Mabel
Beaton, Mrs. Mae Cross, Mrs. Statia
Harmon, Mrs. Emma Douglas, Mrs.
Hob n Paladino, Mrs. Nellie McKin
ney. Mrs. Stella McRae and Mrs. May
Reed.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Donald B. Partridge of Norway was
the guest of bis niece, Mrs. Alta
DimickJ last night. He is one of the
candidates for the Republican nomi
nation for Representative to Concress fr m the Second District and
v is visiting Rockland and surround
NOW FOR THE PLAYOFF
ing towns in the interest of h.is cam
paign. Mr. Partridge was very weP
pleased with his reception and the
Rockland and Thomaston To Play In Camden Saturday At support pledged to him. fie is confi
dent of victory on the 16th. Today
he will be in Lincoln County and
2.30 For the League Championship
Wednesday in Sagadahoc. While in
Rockland .Mr. Partridge took time
Well, it happened! Rockland took I result brought Rockland into a tie from 'his campaigning to call on Mrs.
Helena Roberts of 50 Holmes street
Camden’s measure in fine style Sat- with Thomaston, each team having
won eight games out of 10. The who has been ill for several months.
urday and is now even Stephen with
Mrs. Roberts was a classmate at
score:
Bates of both Mr. and Mrs. Partridge.
Thomaston for the championship of
Rockland High
the Knox and Lincoln League. Prin
ab r bh tb po a e
cipals Rlaisdell and Sturtevant have I Seavey, lb ...
5 4 5 9 10 0 1
6 1 1 1 0 0 1
buried the hatchet, and the rubber Gav, ss ........
game will Ire played in Camden Sat- I Murphy, 3b ...
7 2 4 4 2 4 1
7 o 3 4 7 3 0
urday afternoon at 2.39 o'clock. Take j Flanagan, c .
I
along a bottle of smelling salts, for Freeman, cf .
7 9 1 1 2 O' 0
Brown, p, If .
the suspense is going to be great.
7 4 4 7 1 3 0
• • » •
It is fine on a bright spring morn
Bickmore, If, P 4 5 4 4 0 1 0
6 9 1 1 1 0 0 ing to saunter through Brattle street
Because the scorebook got side Mazzeo, rf ...
5 3 1 1 5 0 1 in Old Cambridge. The houses arc
tracked the box score of the Hock- Lacrosse, 2b .
large, built of wood, painted white or
land High-Lisbon Falls game is not
54 25 24 32 27 11 4 yellow, and set hack some distance
available. Lisbon won 9 to 5, hut
from the street. The grounds are well
Camden High
h:yl some very anxious moments be
al r bh tb PO a e kept, the grass is green, and at the
fore victory was assured. The game ’•
was played in Thomaston because I Nash, 3b ......
2 0 1 1 4 1 3 present time the flower beds arc
1 /I 1 1 0 0 0 blooming with jonquils, narcissus,
no boats were available for a game ' Dean, 3b ......
5 0 0 0 1 3 0 pansies, etc., and it is a very pretty
at Community Park. The score will Prince, ss ...
5 2 3 6 4 1 0 sight. The street is wide, no car
Inman, cf ....
appear in Thursday’s issue.
c 1 1 1 8 2 0 tracks, and is kept in excellent con
• * • ♦
Alexander, lb
4 0 0 0 4 5 1 dition.
Wentworth, c
Rockland 25, Camden 6
There are many famous mansions
Rockland High completed its sched Greenlaw, p. 2 b 4 0 1 1 4 4 0
1 0 9 3 1 0 0 on this street, the “Longfellow
ule Saturday when it defeated Cam Miller, 2b, If
4 1 1 1 0 0 0 House’’ of course- having the chief
den High by the ratio of a little better i Allenwood, rf
(i 0 0 0 0 0 0 claim to distinction. It was built in
than four to one on the Camden Yates, If..... V
3 0 1 1 0 1 0 1759 by Col. John Vassal, a refugee of
ground. Three Meguntieook twirl- Stahl, i) ........
ers were pounded for a total of G2 Joy, P ............ — 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 the Revolution. Washington had his
headquarters in it in 1776 and Madam
bases while the home team appeared
3G 6 12 16 27 16 4 Washington joined him here. After
to be almost powerless with the
0 3 2 1 2 0 5— 25 the Revolution the estate passed into
willow except in the first and last
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3— 6 the hands of various owners. The
innings. The batting heroes of the Camden ......
Two-base hits Seavey, Brown. In- Widow Craigle owned it and ran it
day were Seavey who made five hits
for a total of nine bases; Brown who man. Miller. Three-base hits, Seavey, as a boarding house for Harvard
made four hits for a total of seven Brown. Inman Bases on balls, off professors. Fared Sparks, Edward
bases; Murphy and Bickmore, who Brown 2, oft Greenlaw 3. Struck out, Wverett, Worcester, the dictionary
made four singles, and Inman, who by Brown 6, by Bickmore 1. by Gr^n-* maker, and other famous persons
made three hits for a total of six law 1, by Stahl 3,. by Jo.v 1. Hit by ftved there. Finally it became the
pitcher, Gay, Bickmore. Double play, h< me of the poet Longfellow. Across
bases.
The game was marked by the Brown and Seavey. Ufopire, Ken Brat lie street is Longfellow park, and
than the parkway to the Charles
weirdest kind of baserunning. The nedy of Camden.
River, so the view can never he ob
structed from house to river. That
Sixty-five members of Golden Rod Longfellow loved the Charles is well
Park Theatre is offering the first
four days of this week that great Chapter were guests of Naomi Chap attested by his poem, "To The River
technicolor talkieHold Everything.” ter at Tenant’s Harbor Friday eve Charles:”
featuring Joe E. Brown and Winnie ning, the occasion being a particu
River! that in silence windest
Lightner as stars, and Georges Car larly enjoyable one. A banquet was
Through the meadows bright and free,
Till at length thy rest thou llndest
pentier and Abe Lyman with his fa served at 6.30. and at the meeting the
In the bosom of the sea !
mous band. The week’s feature at degree was worked on one candidate.
tractions at the Strand are: Today, Remarks were made by Brothers
Four Ion;: years of mingled feeling.
Edmund Lowe in "Born Reckless:” Ncwbert, C.i illin, Gonia and ({ay. The
Half in rest, ami half In strife,
I nave seen thy waters stealing
Wednesday and Thursday, "The Case entertainment featured vdFal solos,
Onward, like the sea of life.
of Sergeant Grischa;’’ Friday and readings, vocal trios and accordion
Thou hast taught me, Silent River!
Saturday, “Jazz Heaven.” with Sally solos by the talented Scotch enter
Many a lesson, deep and long:
tainers. Deacon IT. F. Kalloch, de
O’Neil and John Mack Brown.
Thou hast been a generous giver;
spite his 87 years and recent hospital
I can give thee but a aong.
experience, displayed alertness and
Next to the poet’s home is the home
W. O. Fletcher, who left Rockland interest dn the proceedings and re
of his daughter, Mrs. Richard II.
50 years ago, and is manager of the mained through the entire meeting.
Dana. Just beyond is the Nicholls
Loveland (Colorado) Fruit Growers’
house, built 1660 and looks fair to last
Association, was among the many
The assembly last Wednesday another 270 years. Beyond this is the
friends who felt deep sorrow in the
death of Gen. Lord. The deceased morning at the Junior High Schorl
graduated from Mr. Fletcher’s High was in the form of a “Fashion Show”
•School, in Rockland, in the late sev given by the girls of the domestic
enties. and it was under Mr. science class, under the direction of
Fletcher’s instruction that he fitted . Miss Wyman, teacher. Designated
for college—hence the friendly inter f r the purpose of displaying the sew
est which has ever since led to the ing accomplishments. the show
frequent exchange of correspondence. opened with songs by the girls of the
Mr. Fletcher observed his 87th birth Seventh Grade, who, garbed in neat
day May 19, enjoys fair health and is attire, wore the caps and aprons
daily at his office.
which they .had made. The chief
feature was given by the girls of the
Eighth Grade who wore and displayed
“a la mannequin’’ the dresses they
had made ir. class. The gowns were
remarkably lovely , and of varied
style, there being noticed bits of em
broidery, scalloped edges, tucks,
yokes, etc.
Miss Wyman gave a
resume of the work, and remarks
COMING TO
were made by Mayor Richardson and
Supt. Toner, the session closing with
ROCKLAND
songs.

AT THE BROOK,

ROCKLAND

SO HE AND SHE

IT’S A RIOT!
A Sensation!

“HOLD
EVERYTHING”
with

WINNIE LIGHTNER
JOE E. BROWN
GEORGES
CARPENTIER
SALLY O’NEIL
Join the crowds for the
event of the year
Three More Days Left
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

A Publix Theatre
Home of Paramount Pictures

and Children

Representing

WM. S. RICE, Inc.

E. E. SIMMONS

LENWOOD insulation, automatic heat control,

teresting to all women . . . but indispensable to the

June bride, who is all too often more used to type
writer keys and tennis rackets than to cook-books

and mixing bowls. These splendid Glenwood fea
tures, by preventing baking failures, ensure delicious

meals. Eliminate oven-watch

ing. Save time. Provide leisure.
Make life easier—happier.

■wmMHgUL
{■lenwood
1
Gas I|ang€S

OUF GIFT rn
Tlit JIAEIFIFE
$120 off
THE PR ICE OF ANY

IN SU LATE D

Glenwood ^SCE

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville

James Russell Lowell house on Elm
wood avenue.
• • • •
“Swallow: A bird of the genus
Hirundo, of many species. Swallows
have great powers of flight, and feed
mostly on winged insects, which they
seize while flying. They have the
tail forked.—Webster.”
Today the swallows were num
erous in the Fells. I did not attempt
to classify them, but as there were
no barns, eaves or chimneys near I
thought they might he tree swallow’s.
I love to watch them, they are so
graceful, now soaring high in the air,
now skimming the tree tops and the
lake. Always on the move, darting
hither and thither, and presumably
picking up the day’s ration out of
the air.
Boze

Thursday evening Penobscot View'
Grange will begin at 7 o’clock stand
ard time, instead of 7.30 standard.
The third and(fourth degrees will be
conferred upon a candidate, followed
by a short program. Supper will be
served at 6, standard.
BORN
JONES—At Razorvllle, June 6, to.Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Jones, a son.
MATTSON At Knox Hospital, .Rockland,May
St, to Mr. ,ui<l Mis. Hcitivrt Mattson, a
daughter.

RAILROAD BARGAIN DAYS

“Bargain days on the Maine Cen
tral Railroad are .proving very popu
lar with the traveling public,” Gen
eral Passenger Agent Harris an
nounced to a representative of The
Courier-Gazette.
“I find in checking up with our
agents along the line, that a great
many people are taking advantage
of the new’ low rate of only one fare
plus 25 cents for la, round trip ticket
between any two points on the sys
tem on sale week days and weekends.
A great many new’ patrons, and many

of the old w’ho formerly used their
automobiles for business and pleas
ure trips, are finding It more eco
nomical to buy our round trip tickets.
“Since the Inception of the ‘Bargain
Days,’ on the Road,’’ Mr. Harris con
tinued, “we have in addition to plac
ing the tickets on sale in Maine, ex
tended the privilege on the day of
date round trip from Fryeburg to
Bartlett, N. H., on the White Moun
tain Division and have also placed
thfe weekerid tickets on sale at all
stations on the system, including
Maine, New Hampshire and Ver
mont.”
’
1
,
»
» ‘•

BUTTER SALE
FANCY TUB, pound,
CLOVERBLOOM, pound,
yfl
BROOKFIELD, pound,
HOLLAND ROLL, 2 pounds,

35c

85c

MARRIED
STUART-CLARK—At Hollis Center, June 5,
by Rev. <). W. Stuart, (Chauncey (Stuart,
formerly of Rockland and l.Mlss Elsie Clark
of Camden.

MILLAY -At Rockport. Juno 8, John H.
Millay, aged 73 years, 3 months, 20 days.
Burial In Rockland.
WHITMORE At Thomaston, June 6, Ida E..
wife of (’apt. Leander Whitmore, aged 69
years, 2 months, 23 days.
HUNT At Thomaston, June 5. Bertram iR.
Hunt, aged 36 years, 1 month, 12 days.

Fireworks,

3x5 ft. Flag, 6 ft. Pole,
Holder and Line ready
to hang up, $1.50
Yacht Ensigns
$1.00 and $1.25

69-71
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and scientific accuracy of construction are in

of ADAMS, N. Y.

The Rice Rupture Method Expert,
l>ersonal representative <»f Willitun S.
Wholesale and Retail
1 Rice, Adams, N. Y.. will be at the
Hotel Rockland, Rockland Me., Mon
day, June 16. Every ruptured man,
woman and child should take advant
age of this great ojvp vrtunity. •
The Rice Method for Rupture i«
Flags, Etc.
known the world over. You can now
see ithis Method demonstrated and
have a Rice Appliance fitted to y u.
Absolutely no charge’ unless you are
satisfied to keep the Outfit after hav
ing the Appliance adjusted and you
see how perfectly and comfortably it
holds.
,No 1 rsh, deep-pressing
springs; nothing to gouge the flesh
and make you sore. Can he worn
night and day with ipositive comfort.
Soft, rubber-like composition pad,
any degree of pressure required.
Don’t wear a truss all your life
wlhen thousands have reported cures
272 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
through using the Rice Method. Why
suffer the burden of rupture if there
is a chance to be free from trusswearing forever? Anyway, it will
cost you nothing to come in and
learn all about the Rico Method and
the wonderful opportunity f r help
and cure it offers In your case. Re
member (this Exipert will be here only
one day,’ then your opportunity will
be gone. Just ask a’ the hotel desk
for the Rice Expert and he will do
the rest. Call any time from 9 to 12
a. m.. 2 to 5 p. m., or 7 to 9 evening.
Don’t miss this great opportunity
to see this Expert on Hernia.
SIMON K. HART
U/Xor any reason you cannot call
write for FREE TRIAL to
MONUMENTS
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland <AZm. S. Rice, Inc., Bx 178, Adams, N.Y.

Glenwood

LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER

SAUNTERINGS

RUPTURE
EXPERT
For Men, Women

AND

Othei Specials
FRESH CRABMEAT, 1-2 lb.,
SALMON, St. John; pound,
SALMON, Penobscot River; lb.,
NATIVE HALIBUT, pound,
CORNED BEEF, pound,
NORMAN R FLOUR, bag,
PEACHES, large can,
FANCY OLIVES, quart jar,
HULLED CORN, large can,

35c
49c
59c
39c
25c
89c
19c
39c
20c

Perry’s Market
IF YOUR feet trouble you...
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles . . .
again .. . Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

Camp for girls, 8-16 years, by week, month or

.

McLAIN

SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

KING SPRUCE LODGE

•

season.

Tutoring if desired.

Rates reasonable.

Director GERTRUDE M. HUPPER,

At The 'Brook

36Ttf
•Reg. U. 9. Pat. Off.

Tenant’s Harbor, Maine
68*71

/
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HISTORY OF LIONS

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Keyes of
Rockland have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Mrs. Emma Head of Woolwich has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Kuhn.
Herbert Coakley and Miss Helena
Coakley of 'Brockton. Mass, were in
town Friday enroute to Rockland.
Mrs Nellie Tuck of Quincy, Mass.,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Duane.
Miss Ethel Overlock has been
p issing a few days with her mother
Mis Xollie Overlock.
Albert Riley of Attleboro. Mass.,
has been a guest at Stephen Jones'.
George Ashworth and Miss Mar
garet Ashworth have been at home
from st. Johnsbury, Vt, fur a few
days.
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs have
bo. n In Portland where Dr. Coombs
attended the meeting of the Maine
Medical Association.
Mrs Otis Conary of Surry. Mrs.
E. J. Morancy of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Mrs. Eugene Withee and Miss
Eugenia Withee Mrs. Alice Sewall
and Frank Wiggin of Xewport were
vn."As of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey
and attended the graduation of Mies
Elsie Maunder from Waldoboro High
School.
Paul Rowe of Auburn has been
passing his vacation at the home of
his father. Charles Rowe.
Mrs. John J. Coney of Brooklyn,
and Mrs. Stuart C. Hemingway of
Syracuse. X. Y.. have opened their
homes here for the summer months.
Miss Margaret Dow of 'Lexington,
Mass., has been visiting her aunt,
Mrs. Henry Crowell. Miss Frances
Crowell returned with her.
Miss Helen Calderwood of the
Senior High and Miss Jane Rider of
the Junior High were winners of the
prize gold pieces In the essay contest
conducted by the local hranch of the
W.C.T.C.
Mrs. George Greenlaw is in PortI land.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Hnssner and
Misses Barbara mid Virginia Hassner
of Bangui- have been at O. V. Hassi tier's.
Mrs. Alice Flint has been in Gardi
ner a few days.
Mrs. Laura Turner of Bremen.
Fred Turner of Portland, and Millard
Turner of Meriden. Conn., have been
guests of relatives in town.
The engagement of Rev. Guy McQuaidee. a former pastor of the Bap
tist Church, and Miss Marion Mank
of Portland has been announced.
Mrs. Ada B. Genthner of Gardner,
and Charles Waltz of Greenfield.
Mass* are visiting their sister. Mrs.
Lizzie I.evensaler.
The June meeting of the mission
ary society of the Baptist Church
was held Friday afternoon at the
home of the vice president, with 18
members present. Mesdantes Cora
McLain, Luella Mason. Sace Weston.
Rena Crowell and Miss Edna Young
read selections from “Jerusalem to
Jerusalem.'' which the society has
taken up ‘for study. . Mrs. Maude
Clark Gay read a dramatic sketch,
Abraham and Isaac." The follow
ing officers were elected for the en
suing year: President. Mrs. Xina
Goucher: vice president, Miss Helen
.1' nos. secretary and treasurer; assistant secretary, Mrs. Helen Perry;
librarian. Mrs. Luella Mason. Re
freshments were served.

-----

Every-0 ther-Day

‘

WARREN
Mrs. Addie Stevens who lives with

Timely Story In View of Con- her (lauP|ller Mrs v. A Rokes. spent
last Friday with Mrs. Earl Robinson,
vent ion At the Samoset William La wry passed a few days
last week with Edward Crawford at
Next Week
North Warren.

VINALHAVEN

Don't taka Chances. b«

SURE

Baseball game dune 14, Alumni vs
High School. Admission 25 cents.
Moses Webster Lodge. F. & A.M..
will hold regular meeting tonight and
will then suspend work until Sep
tember.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Burgh in returned
this week from Clark Island.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Roberts of
Quincy. Mass., are at their home for
the summer.
Josephine Mills is at North Haven
where she has employment.
Rutli Barton lias returned from
Brunswick.
Muriel Chilles returned Friday
from Rockland where she visited
relatives during the past week.
Edith Beckman, a student nurse is
home from Portland.
Douglass Littlefield of Wollaston,
Mass., is the guest of his grandfather
C. B. Vinal.
The Pilgrims met with Mrs. M.
M. Grindle and Mrs. B. K. Smith last
week at Rockaway Jnn.
Mr. and Mrs. John Williams of
Brooks are guests of her father Wil
bur Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barker returned
Saturday from Rockland.
Walter Ingerson and daughter
Allegra visited the city Saturday.
Mrs. John Moore returned Satur
day from a two weeks’ visit at Ston
ington.
Gertrude Vinal, Ruth Billings and
Dorothy Billings were in Rockland
Saturday.
E. Mont Perry of Rockland is the
guest of his niece Mrs. L. R. Smith.
Afternoon bridge was enjoyed at
the G.A.R. rooms Friday, honors be
ing won by Nellie Hal, and Christina
Christie. Supper was served at 5.30
by Minnie Smith. Carrie Fifield,
Margie Chilles and Allie Lane. The
regular meeting followed and three
candidates received the degrees,
Gertrude Vinal. Mrs. Harry Coombs
and Mrs. Bessie Airies.
De Valois Commandery, K. T., have
accepted an invitation to observe
Saint John's Day at Eastport, the
gue«ts of St. Bernard Comtnandery
of Eastport. Hugh de Payne Com
mander}* of Calais and St. Elmo Commandery, Machias.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Davis returned
from Rockland Saturday.
Arlena Kossuth, a graduate nurse
of Knox Hospital is enjoying a vaca
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Kossuth.
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs was pleasant
ly surprised Thursday at her home
when members of the Apron Club ar- j
rived to spend the day. The party
was in honor of the birthday anni
versary of Mrs. Minnie Smith.
Regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O.E.S., will lie held June 16.
The graduating class. Vinalhaven
High School, attended Union Church
Sunday morning.
Baccalaureate
services attracted the usual full audi
torium. The senior class and mem
bers of the three undergraduate
classes with Principal S. B. Hop
kins. Assistants Mildred Hopkins and ’
Gwendolyn Green and Supt. E. A. j
Smalley were marshalled by Rich
ard Clifford. The platform was deco- j
rated with large baskets of cut
flowers and ferns. Rev. I’. J. Clifford ,
delivered the' baccalaureate address. '
There were special anthfems by the j
choir and Blanche Hamilton Kit
tredge was soloist with Mrs. Ola
Carver Ames at the organ. Graduaf- .
ing exercises will be held in Memo- '
rial hall next Thursday evening.
The last assembly of the senior ’
class, was held Friday morning and
the following program (arranged
by the class) was given: Prayer, by J
Principal S. B. Hopkins; Bible read
ing. -Miss Green: Green Book, pages ‘
87. 50, 61. 99: Junior Book, pages 1
102, 166. 176. selections were dedicat
ed as follows: poem by Allen La wry,
to the senior class; Stein Song. High
School; "Following You.” Mr. Hop
kins; "-When You’re Smiling.” Mrs.
Hopkins; "iSunny Side Up.” Miss
Green; "Love's Old Sweet Song." the
Freshmen; "Painting the Clouds
With Sunshine,” the Sophomores;
"Pagan Love Song.” Juniors; "Happy
Days Are Here Again,” Seniors;
"Should I." Edward White: "Schoolday Sweethearts." Donald Poole;
"Carolina Moon." Fred Swanson:
There’s Music Jn the Air," Doro
thy Billings and Martha Mackman;
“Vagabond Lover.” Malcolm Hop
kins and Wendell Coombs; School
Song.

Ernest Fuller of Lancaster. N. H.,
j is the guest of his mother, Mrs. Amy
When You buy Aspirin
Fuller, for a few days.
Mrs. It E. Harmon returned Friday
look for the name
I night from a visit with her daughter
Miss Doris Harmon in Boston.
The circle of the Congregational
| church will hold the regular supper
There is a way to be SURE
next Thursday.
Tlie committee:
Mrs. Alice Watts Mrs. Rosina Buber, about Ihe Aspirin you buy. look
Mrs. Ruby Kalloch. Mrs. Olive
for the name BAYER on package
peabody. .Mrs Fannie Wyllie.
“Fresh from the Gardens”
Mrs. Arthur I- Perry motored to end the word GENUINE printed in
i Portland last Thursday and on her
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
805
return was accompanied by her son red. It's your guarantee of purity,
Walter who attends school there.
safety and reliability.
Miss Beulah Starrett came home
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is what
their
vacations
at
their
summer
home
from the University of Maine last
PLEASANT POINT
"Christmas Ixidge” here for a num
the doctors prescribe. It relieves
Thursday for the summer vacation.
ber of years, and much sympathy is
Mrs. John Fork and son John ar pain promptly, harmlessly. It does
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Messer of extended to the bereaved family.
rived from Portland Thursday to
Union spent Sunday with Mr. and
spend the summer with iter mother not depress the heart. Relieves
Several of the men of this place
Mrs. B. L. Stevens.
j Mrs. Annie Spear.
have been employed digging clams
colds, headaches, sore throat, pain
Mrs. Lillian Marshall of Portland for the Black & Gay factory in Thom
Roland Starrett. who has employ
from
various causes.
visited her niece Mrs. Everett Davis aston this spring. June 1 Ivas the
ment at New Sharon, spent the week
last week.
end with friends and relatives.
last day that the factory was to buy.
Visitors at F. A. Flinton’s Saturday 1 and Melville J. Maloney improved it
Pearl Hilton was home for the
were William Flinton of New York by digging 17 bushels.
weekend.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Morton of
The 4H Club met with its leaders
The supper and entertainment held
Rockland.
Misses Annie Starrett and Bertha
in the schoolhouse last Thursday
Hunt at the Baptist Church Wednes
Mr. McFarland of New Harbor: evening by Miss Evelyn Mossman and
day afternoon. This is the second
was at F. A. Flinton’s recently.
her pupTs was a big success. The
meeting the club has had. It now
Our road commissioner. George house was filled, and $18 realized
has 13 members, and the officers are
Cazallis is repairing the wads here • After the supper tables had been
Thelma Starrett. president: Thelma
at Pleasant Point. Ferdinand Morse cleared away the following program
Oxton. vice president. Helen Hill,
is assisting him.
was furnished, which was geratly
secretary; Christine Starrett, treas
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall of enjoyed, and showed much talent:
urer.
Singing. America, by all; recita
South Hope attended the slipper and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ludwig and son
Meantime, in the three years which
entertainment in the schoolhouse tion. •■Welcome," Liurice Young:
had elapsed between the sending out Edward of Washington came to at
play. "The Doctor's Busy Day:"
Thursday evening.
of tlie first Jetter hy Melvin Jones tend the graduation exercises Thurs
Mr. John Maxwell is confined tolD,,rtor- Herland Davis. Miss Taken,
and the formation of a national asso- day evening of the senior class, of and industry acquired the past years
her bed hy illness and is attended bv Anna Seavey; Johnny Cake. Howard
latlon a number of individual clubs which their nephew. Ralph Norwood, will help us toward our goal of suc
Orne: "Miss Chief." Edith Orne;
Dr. Coombs of Waldoboro.
cess. It is the manner with which
were organized, some under the nam- was a member.
j recitation. "The Lost Doll." Gwendo
Mrs. Harold Drewett went to Bos we meet adversity, and responsibili
Mrs. Olive Barter attended the1 lyn Stimpson; song. "I Don't Work
Lions,” seme under other names.
ties that determines our character.
graduation of nurses of Knox Hos-I For a Living." Evelyn Mossman:
In the summer of 1915 there was ton Friday for medical treatment.
pital in Rockland last Wednesday1 skit. "Roses in June.” Anna Searcy.
Miss Edna Boggs entertained eight In the hope of a successmul future,
founded In San Antonio. Texas, the
evening, her daughter Miss Evelyn Avis Maloney. Marion Coombs and
first Lions Club. At the first am ual friends Friday afternoon in honor of with many pleasant memories of our
Barter being one of the graduates.
convention, held .it Dallas 1917, the Mrs. Everett Cunningham. Sand schooldays together, and with the
Edith Orne;
recitation. Marland
Mrs. Rose Robinson. Mrs. Milton Davis; play—"Jemima’s Peddlers:"
formal organization of ihe associa wiches, dainty cookies and iced tea assurance of an unfailing, affection
Robinson. Mrs. Mildred Pottle and Jemima. Marion Coombs; Sam. Carl
tion. with accredited delegates in were served. Amusing guessing con ate remembrance, I bid you now,
Mrs. Ralph Wyllie of Warren were Young; Moses. Avis Maloney: Elder
attendance, was complete I Dr. W tests were the principal form of farewell.”
In presenting the diplomas tied
guests (of Mrs. Everett Davis last Goodman. Evelyn Mossman; recita
I’. Woods of Evansville, Ind., was amusement, and the honor guest won
with rose and gray satin ribbon Mr.
Tuesday.
elected president. Melvin Jones of the first prize.
tion. Bernice Orne: vocal duet. Eve
Mrs. R. J. Andrews has an excep Rowe told the story of a man who had
Chicago was elected secretary-treas
Mrs. Grace Maloney has received lyn Mossman and Marion Orne: reci
urer. which office be has held con tionally fine tulip bed, made in the not made his mark in the world. In
news of the death of Mrs. Robert A. tation. Marion Coombs; song, "I'm a
shape of a diamond. A neighbor promotions it was always the other
tinuously since.
Patton, which occurred at her home Dreamer." Miss Mossman: play—
fellow who stepped up. Finally. In
The second'annual convention wa< counted 210 blossoms. From her gar
in Philadelphia last week.
Mrs. “The Goat Boy:" recitation. Avis Ma
held at 6t. Louis, 1918. L H. Lewis den Mrs. Andrews very generously desperation the man went to his em
Patton with her family have spent loney.
ployer and said, "It seems to me that
f Dallas, 'Texas was e’ected presi gave a huge bouquet for last Sun
someone is holding me hack." The
day's decorations.
dent
Knox Pomona was held at Martins- man turned him to a mirror: "There.”
The third annual convention
held at Chicago. The association at i vil,e Saturday at an all-day session, he said, "is the only man in tlie world
this time had 42 clubs and 2364 men- There "ere 125 members present and who is boding you back." Graduates,
hers. The association adopted its 13 visitors. Those who attended remember it is you, and only you,
Code of Ethics," its “Lions Club 1 from Warren "«'re Mr- and Mrs who are responsible for your success
Objects,'• and the slogan. "Libertv (Judson Benner. Mrs. Hattie McFar- in this world or lack of it.
Is the old hose reel rusty? Surely you are
The graduation ball followed the
Intelligence, ‘Our Nation's Safety.' ,and- SIr- and Mrs Saniuel E- No1'Hear
tired of patching the hose—and getting an
Jesse Robinson of Oakland, Calif. wood. Mrs. Jesse Mills. Mrs. Sarah exercises after a short informal re
occasional unexpected shower bath!
Kendall &
' Starrett. Frank Berry, Mr. and Mrs. ception.
was elected president.
The fourth annual convention wa- ' Ed"'a,d Carroll and Frank Stahl.
Whitney
MAKE WATERING AN EASIER JOB!
Do not miss the sale going on all
held at Denver. 1920, with 64".l mem Frank H. Ingraham of Rockland and
Ruraliate
Kendall and Whitney’s Special Garden Hose
this week at Golden & Lovejoy's.
bers represented by delegates from Ex-Gov. Brewster proved interesting
on
and Reels will do this. Then we have grass
Union, Me. Sale closes Saturday
113 clubs. Dr. C. C. Reid of Denver speakers.
• • • •
cutters, trowels, hand rakes, etc. Every need
WCSH
night.—adv.
was elected president.
you need.
Tuesdays
Warren High Graduation
The fifth annual convention was
Write for catalog, if you cannot conveniently
8.00 P. M.
held at Oakland, Calif., 1921. The
UNION
Glover hall had an unusually at
call.
(1130)
clubs numbered 229. the members tractive decoration for the gradua
13.789. Ewen IV. Cameron of Minne tion held the evening of June 5. The
Mr. and ills. \Y. C. Perry of North
apolis was elected president.
color scheme was rose and green Union visited friends in this place
fARM, DAIRY
and
POULTRY SUPPLIES — SLEDS
I
The sixth annual convention was worked out\n a rose arbor, designed Tuesday.
held at Hot Springs. Ark., 1922. by Mr. Madden. Banked in the back
Osmond Plumer find family of
There were 498 blubs in the associa ground were evergreen and paper Portland are guests of his parents
5
tion, with 26.742 members. Edw. S. roses as on a trellis. Above this the Dr. and Mrs. II. IL Plumer.
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND
MAINE H
Vaught of Oklahoma City was elected class motto in rose, "Do More. Wish
Virginia and Ruth Howe have been
Originality is the thief of time.— president.
Less." In the foreground was a gar very ill with measles and complica
James Agate.
i
The seventh annual convention was den fence, the lumber used donated by tions. They are now showing some
held at Atlantic City, X. J., 1923 The Charles Starrett. and the stage itself improvement.
clubs now numbered 634. the mem was covered with a moss green car
Dr. H. II. Plumer lias been in Port
bers 32.632. (John S. Xoel, Grand pet.
Overhead were interwoven land this week attending the medical
Rapids. Mich., was elected president. streamers of rose and grey crepe convention.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Hadley of
The eighth annual convention was paper.
held at Omaha. Neb.. 1924. There
The lower classmen marched in at Machias were recent guests of Mrs.
were 761 clubs with 36.943 members tended by the flower girls, Gloria Lucy Simmons.
n the organization. Harry A. New Haskell. Ethola Stimpson and Bev
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver S. Bryant of
man of Toronto, Ont., was elected erly Cogan carrying dainty baskets. Walnut Hill are guests of his brother
president.
When the school had taken their W. J. Bryant.
The ninth anaual convention was places standing, the graduating class
Mr. and Mrs. Osmer Sumner
held at Cedar Point. Ohio, 1925. The filed in. with little Miss Ruth Star- .and daughter .Marjory of Augusta
clubs numbered 942, the members ett in tlie lead carrying a basket of visited friends in this place Satur
43.919. Benjamin IF. Jones of Newark. American Beauty roses. Rev. H. M. day.
N. J., was elected president.
Work on State road. R. 101, is soon
Purrington had the invocation.
The tenth annual convention was
The salutatory by Irven Gammon to begin in earnest. Tlie contractor
held at San Francisco. 1926. There was worthy of much praise. He im and crew of men arrived Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Iryille Mank and Mrs.
were then 1077 clubs with 48.363 pressed the minds of the classmates
members.
'William A. Westfall of with the idea that they owed the Tibbetts of l’ownal were weekend
Mason City, Iowa, was elected presi community a debt of no small amount guests of Mr. and .Mrs. H. E. Mank.
dent.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Aylward of
saying. "If I were to express in on^
The eleventh annual convention sentence what you should do to repay Rockland were recent guests of Mrs.
was held at Miami. Fla.. 1927. The the community I would say—Be good Luiie Ufford.
clubs numbered 1178, the members citizens. It has been estimated that
Eugene Calderwood is building
51,574. Irving L. Camp of Johnstown, it cost each community about $500 new henhouse.
Pa., was elected president.
for the training of a child the 12
Charles Heath was a business
, The twelfth annual convention was years he goes to school. Each should visitor in Rockland Saturday.
held at Des 'Moines, Iowa, 1928. feel that he or she holds this in trust
Mrs. Lulle Ufford is the happy
There were at that time 1456 Lions and is expected to return it in some owner of a new radio set—a gift from
Clubs with 59.459 active members. way to those who gave it.”
her grandson Edward Lyman L'fford
Ben A. Ruffin (of Richmond, Va„ was
Ralph Norwood treated the Class of Auburndale. Mass.
elected to the presidency.
History in a very satisfactory way
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and
Hudson sweeps aside the harrier of high price and
The thirteenth annual convention and told how the class had dwindled family of Bangor were weekend
was held at Louisville. K.v.. 1929. The from 24 freshmen to only five seniors. guests of Leland Butler.
operating costs on eight-cylinder cars. An amazing
To Lillias Kenniston was assigned
Mr. and Mi's. Henry Colburn with
year had been notable for the rapid
growth of Lionlsm, the number of Presentation <Jf Gifts and Will, which friends from Rockland were calling
new development is giving thousands distinction
clubs having increased to 1852. and she accomplished exceedingly well. oil relatives here Sunday.
I’nion High Schoo] closed Frida*,
the active membership to 68.859. Ra. The gifts were not presented as jokes
and performance hitherto known to only a few.
L. Riley of Sacramento, controller but rather as souvenirs to cherish in with a picnic at Belfast Park. A very
of the State of California, was memory of tlie carefree days of pleasant time is reported.
elected president.
Neighbors and friends feel very
school.
delight you with operating economies
Edna Post gave the Address to the sorry for Maynard Lucas and family
From the moment you take the wheel
Undergraduates
and
admonished in the loss of their home by fire,
never before achieved in a ear of its
of this most modern of Eights, you
them that though the way might be They will move into the house known
Each
and
Every
performance. And you will say, as
rough, to stick and finish the course.
the Fenin Lucas place for tlie
will be conscious of its superiority.
Attack
The class presented Miss Adelaide present.
I housands arc saying, “Here is a Car •
Beautiful and powerful, it is excelled
Coombs with a bunch of magnificent
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts attend
of Acute Indigestion
roses, and Mr. Madden and Mr. Rowe ed the graduation at Appleton Thurs
by no ear in fast get-awav and
for (he COACH
with gold pieces in appreciation of lay and give much praise to the six
from which
Mine other models just
smoothness.
the many tilings each had done to young ladles who graduated, also tho
as attractively priced.
help them.
pleasant time enjoyed.
•
a person recovers
U
ide
range
of
colors.
All
prices
f.
o.
b.
Sherwood Sidelinger had the most
Mr. and (Mrs. Clara Day visited
Loaf along in high gear. Then with
makes
Detroit, Factory.
difficult essay—Valedictory and Fare Sunday with relatives at Burkettout touching the gear shift lever push
well. extracts from which are: "Life's
lle.
it
so
much
harder
I Car far You to Try Will bo Sent
vista now opens before us. A feeling
Mrs. Angelo Howard who is ill is
your foot to the floor and dart ahead
of.sadness mingles with our joy. We being eared for by Mrs. Luiie Wii
to lour Boor
to get relief
at express train speed.
know from this time on we will live liamson.
Only by riding io or driving Hudson’s Great
from the next attack.
different lives. Difference of thought
The Xye school closed Friday after
it Hill you appreciate its delightful operation,
Come, see it and ride in it. It will
and opinion will widen the gulf which a very successful term taught by
you are invited to lake a trial car and test
The first attack
will he spanned only fby the common Miss Inez Ripley. .
renew your first glorious zest in
it for smoothness, speed. acceleration, power,
memory of these school days. Les
easy handling, comfort and economy. A tele
of
Stomach
Misery
motoring. It will thrill you with the
sons in punctuality, perseverance.
Do not tnles the sale going on all
phone call will bring Hudson’s Great 8 ta
is
this week at Gordon & Lovejoy's.
power of its eight cylinders. It will
your door.
I'nien. Me.
Sale closes Saturday
Nature’s warning
night.—adv.

TEA

Lawn and Garden Tools

Kendall

Whitney

Lioniam, as the world knows it
today, originated in the mind of Jlelvln Jones nf Chicago in the year 1914
He was a leader in a band of asso
ciated business clubs, and the in
spiration came to him that the only
way the clubs could accomplish
anything in a large way was to form
an association, national or international in scope.
In that year Melvin Jones sent
letters to all business luncheon clubs
of the United States which were not
affiliated -with some central hod}'
asking their officers to consider such
an association. The seed thus sown
germinated, but it was three years
before the actual work of forming an
association could be taken up.
It was 'in May, 1917, that the Busi
ness Circle of Chicago, a gathering of
business clubs of which Melvin
Jones was secretary, issued a forma!
call for a meeting to consider a per
manent association. national in scope
That meeting was held in Chicago.
June 7, 1917. About 20 delegates at
tended. representing toiore than 50
clubs. They adopted a resolution
under which the International Asso
ciation of Lions Clubs was organized
and a call issued for a national conention bo be held at Dallas. Texas.
It was, therefore on June 7. 1917
that the International Association of
Lions Clubs came into being.

BAYER

No thrill like an Eight

No Eight like a

HUDSON
Easy to BuyInexpensive to Operate

1050

HUDSON’S (faat%
BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street

Tel. 896

Rockland, Maine

to you
that all is not right.
Help Nature.
Your neighborhood
Druggist carries
Priest’s Powder
in stock.

PRIEST DRUG CO.

Bangor, Maine

At the Sign of the
Blue Bottle

REilEF from curse
OF£ONSTIPATION

A Battle Creek physician says,
"Constipation is responsible for mole
misery than any other cause."
But immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called ltcxall Order
lies has been discovered. This tablet
attracts water from the system into
the lazy, dry. evacuating bowel called
the colon. The water loosens the dryfood waste and causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
Next day bright. Get 24 for 25c to
day at the nearest Rexall Drug Store.
Charles W. Sheldon.

A Scotsman sold some eggs tr, a
druggist for the soda fountain. There
were five dozen in the lot paid for.
hut the druggist saw one more left
in the basket, so he suggested to tlie
Scotsman that be throw it In for
full measure.
The Scotsman de
murred. whereupon the druggist pro
posed that he give him a drink for
the spare egg. The Scotsman agreed
and ordered a chocolate milk shake
with an egg in it.

“Although I am only 22
years old, I have four babies to
care for. Before my first baby
was born my mother urged me
to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound because
I was so terribly weaL I had to
lie down four or five times a
day. After three bottles I could
feel a great improvement. I still
take the Vegetable Compound
whenever I need it for it gives
me strength to be a good
mother to my family.”—Mrs.
Vem L. Dennings, 510 Johnson
Street, Saginaw, Michigan.

Lydia E, Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound
I vita E. Pinkham Met! <.»».! \im. M . »

every grave,

Memorials
Embody sacrad m«mori«». They
are

tha

ef

avidanca

loving

thoughtfulnaaa.

Skilled in the craft of memorial

making, wa are ready to aorvo
your ovory nood.

Wm. E. Doraan & Son,
Inc.
EA8T UNION, ME.

S4Ttt

Used|Fumiture
Sold
CASH OR CHARGE ACCOUNT

Spring Clearance Sale
Everything priced one-half uiual
price. That the public appreci
ates our values is proved by the
steadily increasing
number ef
satisfied customers who recom
mend us to their friends. Don’t
let lack of ready cash keep you
from inspecting our large stock.
Come in—look around. A com
plete line of Household Furniture.
Stoves. Desks, Safes and Musical
Instruments.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Telephone 427-R
Produce Co.

41 Tillson Ave.

Rockland
128-Ttf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thia firm hag
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADT ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 4S0;
781-1
AMBULANCE

SERVICE

BURPEE’S

Daily Service

ROCKLAND,

(Except Sunday)

ME.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND

Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

Creamer
Freight and Passenger Service
Sail on the "CAMDEN" or "BELFAST” any night except Sunday, at
8 P. M.. Standard Time, for Boston.
Connections at Boston with direct
steamer to New York.
Steamer
"J. T. MORSE” leaves Rockland 5.15
A. M. Standard Time Daily except
Monday for Bar Harbor and inter
mediate landings. Steamer "SOUTHPORT” leaves Rockland 5.15 A. M.
Standard Time Daily except Monday
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings.
Special low rates for automobiles ac
companied by passengers.
For reservations apply Wharf Offict

EASTERN

tilpamiihip linen

COHEN BRO8. WANT YOUR

LIVE POULTRY
Will pay Highest Pries

No lot too large; none too small

Call Warren, Me. 2-3
or write, ears ef

C. W. McKeUar
Warren, Me.
Rsferanca: Any Poultry Raleer
llJ-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 Limeroek St.

Rockland

Osteopathic Physician

WASHINGTON COUNTY LOSES

Complete census returns for Wash
ington County, shew a loss in popu
lation of 3985; tlie figures for 1930
being 37,724 as compared witli 41,709
in 1920.

Mother of Four
Babies

^RCH PRESERVE
"Keeps the Foot Well”
for Men and Women

By Appointment—Tel. 188
Graduate of American School
Osteopathy

of

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Telsphense 1295: Residence 288-M

VINALHAVEN «, ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S

440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND)
20-tf

M.,

Steamer leave* Swan’* Ialand at 5.31 ▲.
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vinalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rockland ahonl
9 30.
- Return—Leave* Rockland at 1.3d P. X.e
Vlnalhaven 2.45, North Haven S.30, Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan* Island
about 6 00 P. M.

133-«
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Her Majesty

The
Modern
Woman

i»
::

T'S a far cry back hundreds of years ago when woman was con*

The greatest contribution that woman makes to America and to the

I

sidered a chattel and endured the hardships of slavery and serfdom.

community is in her role as wife and mother. She cares for the

Nor is there a more encouraging development for the future welfare

children, keeping constant watch over them and guiding them through

of humanity than the continual evolution and development of woman.

their infancy and adolescence. She keeps the home, that great sanctuary

Through the ages we have heard of Woman’s Sphere, and, with the

of American life, and fosters the best interests of family life. Woman

passing of the years, this sphere has been a constantly enlarging one

has much more to do with the Standard of living in the Home and

until today the Woman's Sphere practically encompasses the entire

for the family than does the man.

realm of activities that were formerly to be found only in the man's
world.

Although men are in the majority as wage earners, two-thirds of the

Her majesty, the modern woman, stands on a basis of equality with

family income is spent by women.

man and is found in the front ranks as the leader in some of our most
progressive movements. She is the mainstay of the three greatest

These expenditures are made in practically every field of activity.

factors in community life: the Home, the Church and the School.

Today she is the chief customer of business. For example, women

While man is still the major breadwinner, yet one-fifth of all persons,

buy 78% of the pianos; 49% of men's socks; 81% of the groceries;

gainfully occupied, are girls and women. So well have they served

82% of department store merchandise; 98% of the silks; 78% of the

modern industry, business and professional life could ill afford to do

drugs, 80% of the jewelry. An odd list, picked at random, but typical

without them.

of the important part played by women in our modern world.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

CUTLER-COOK CO.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP

Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

COR. MAIN A ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

RocUai,d & Rockport Lime Corp

Senlcr Creae

FREEMAN S. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

DYER’S GARAGE

FUEL AND GROCERIES

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN

“GREGORY’S”

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

578 MAIN STREET

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FULLER-COBB-DAV1S

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

♦

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

x

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE
A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

741 MAIN STREET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealere in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
_______________ ROCKLAND, MAINE_______________

A. C. McLoon & Co.

rw

LOBSTERS

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

Agents for The Texaco Co.

FINE CONFECTIONERY

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES
LAWN MOWERS REPAIRED and SHARPENED

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

c

wioa

'

ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

THURSTON OIL CO.

TEL. 727

ROCKLAND

Central Maine Power Company

THE REXALL STORE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

W. H. GLENDENNING

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

ROCKLAND

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
G. A. LAWRENCE

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

C.M. BLAKE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
A LIMEROCX STS.
ROCKLAND

COR. MAIN

>
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at Whitinsville, Mass. They expect history project, Rockville school: I
. Leach. A large audience was in at- |
For Sale
IN WATTS HALL
ROCKLORT
reading, Boris Hall of Rockville,
to arrive home Friday morning.
tendance. Mr. Leach chose as his i
FOR SAiLK—In lupper part of iMlss (Marga
topic “Building,” wh'ich he present- |
Pupils of the fifth and sixth grades, school; group song, giammar school;
Advertisements In this column not to exceed ! ret Crandon’s stable, 12 Knox St., Thomaston,
Mrs. John Blodgett and daughter
Mr. and Mrs W. Henry Ford (Grace Mrs. Elizabeth Libby, teacher, who physical <lereise drill, Health Cru three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times !
I ed in a very interesting manner, giv Will Be Held Thomaston
©very week day from 9 a. m. to 5 p. in., parlor
Ann are at the Blodgett summer home
Banks) who have been (guests of her have not been absent for the year sade play, grade 5 anti 6. As a finale for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents eacbi set of six pieces, two white chamber sets,
ing to the class many practical and
sister Mrs. Earle Dow for several are: Florence Carleton. Robert Greg all the hoys and girls were grouped for one time. 10 cents for three times. Six] dishes, pictures, rugs, roll-top desk, stands,
Graduation
Exercises
To

on Knox street.
useful lessons.
The marshals in
silv. iwaie. bedding. -H Vote. of Pulpit •Comdays, left Monday morning for their ory. Eugene Lowell. Roberta Hol on the stage and united in singing words make a line.
Capt. John Brown and daughters, charge of t'he classes were: School
mentaries, also set of American Encyclopedias
morrow Night
home at East Oakland. Calif. This brook. Fara Humphrey and True • Amerii i the Beautiful.” Remarks
Mrs. Singer and Miss Brown, motoied marshal, Warren Everett: junior
and all kinds of books, tools, kitchen utensils,
Lost
and
Found
was Mrs. Ford’s first visit East in 12 Spear. The boys and girls of these were made by Supt. E. L. Toner and
baptismal Ipants, baccalaureate gown and
to Poraland and return Monday.
class, (Leland Moran; sophomore
cap, antiques, long mirror, fine Winchester'
Another
graduating
class
bids
years and she was heartily greeted grades certainly appreciate the in Rev. P. C. Hughey, after which ad
Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton of class. Almond Day; freshmen, For
LUST Late Saturday afternoon between rifle and equipment, etc.
MRS.ADD1E IL.
adieu
to
Thomaston
High
School
to

by old friends.
Middleboro, Maas., arrive in town to rest Grafton.
M 7!
terest shown by the various citizens, journment was made to the gymna Cetlur Kt. and Maverick square, lady’s small HOWES.
morrow night, when commencement
Mrs. Nellie Ballard and son Del and especially mention Mrs. Hattie sium where specimens , f work by the brown purse containing money. Will finder
day.
FDR SALE— Large modern cottage aj Cres
The funeral of the late Bertram exercises will be held in Watts hall,
please return to A. D. BIRD CO. store, 4
mont attended the pageant Saturday Gregory, who has been, a visitor at various pupils were exhibited.
Tickets for the alumni ball in Watts Hunt was held at the residence on
Camden Kt. Reward.
69*71 cent iBeach. all improvements, two-cargarage,
flue location. EDWARD GONIA at Gonia's
at the University of Maine. They the room practically every other
hall Friday evening will be cheeked the Meadow road Sunday afternoon. with this program: •
FOUND- Punt in Rockland hay. Owner Store, The New Bicknell.
69*71
March—“Mutual” ............................... Bennett were accompanied by Mrs. Lena
mav have same by proving property and pay
at McDonald’s Thursday morning.
A NEW REVENUE
week for the year, and William -Moon
Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiating. The
(School Orchestra
SDR SALE— Flower seedlings, Luge variety
ing charge- MILLARD ROWE, 25 Spruce St.
Sargent of Rockland.
Mrs. Victor Atwood of Rockland bearers were members of the Loyal Prayer
who has furnished free transporta
68*70 strong tomato plants, everything 35c per doz.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Putnam and son tion and assisted in various other
The Postoffice Department resang a: the Baptist Church Sunday Legion, Thomas McPhail, Rodney
Rev. Mr. Kilborn
Cabbage plants, (Danish hall head, strong
FOUND 12 ft. Skiff on Georges river. disease free, 45c per 100, $1 per 1000. SAGE
School IChorus—•"Nursery Suite” ................
returned Sunday from a week’s visit
morning.
eeived $85,583 from the sale of stamps LEWIS ROBINSON, Wiley’s Corner, St.
Brasier, Enoch Clark. Nicholas An................................................ Arthur Custance at Danforth. During their absence ways.
HATER, 116 Elm t..Camden. Tel. 274.
Henry Grind ell and family a-re zalone, Charles Smith and Luke Salutatory—“Oosslp”
67*60
The residences of Albert T. Carroll ; attached to letters and post, car ls George
69*T1
their
daughter
Florence
Carleton
guests at the Oliver homestead. Armstrong. Interment was made in
Alice IE. Maxey
N'OTIAK Notice Is hereby given of the loss
and Walter E. Carroll, Commercial i carried on the Graf (Zeppelin on its
FOR )SALE -Spinach and turnip greens.
Class
Will
stayed
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Elizabeth
of
deposit
hook
numbered
41
and
the
owner
Oyster River.
Thomaston cemetery. Surviving rela
street have recently received a new ' trip from Germany to Spain, South of said book taka for duplicate In accord H E. BOWDEN, Rockland (Highlands. Tel.
Gladys E. (Seavey
Libby.
1183-R.
69-71
Capt. Ross Wilson left Saturday to tives are a father, mother, sisters. Selection—"Bliss
Eternal”................... Bennett
coat of paint.
America and the United States. The ance with the provisions of the State law.
Herbert
F.
Mann
in
company
with
School Orchestra
FOR SALE-Moving picture camera, com
join his ship, the Kentuckian, fora Mrs. BIanche Wilson of Auburn .Mrs.
Bertram Gardner was home from number of letters carried was 22,108, GEORGES (NATIONAL BANK, Thomaston.
"The Development of Aviation” Camden parties is on a fishing trip
66T-72 plete. ready to take pictures. Cost J$200, sell
trip to the W est Coast.
Maud Weaver, Peaks Island, and First Oration—
Augusta Thursday to attend the while there were 21,854 post cards, a Me. By L. S. Levensaler, Cashier.
Douglass W. Walker
for $50. R. iS. (JORDAN, 6 Kelley lane.
at Moosehead Lake.
Mrs. Frank Turner is out again Sl,vt,ral brothers,
I commencement exercises of R.H.S.
History
69-71
, t tai of 54,962 pieces of mail.
Mrs. Paul Snow and two children
Walter D. Young
after a serious illness.
I q-)le funeral of the late Ida E., wife
Wanted
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier moved
FOR 'SALE- Ford coune, $20 ;'truck body for
Solo
—
“
Butterfly
”
.......................
lladyn
Wood
left
Saturday
morning
for
Washburn,
il rederiek IValdo and friend Mt- of Capt. Leander Whitmore, was held
: Friday into the new home which they
WANTED- Girl for general housework by Ford $5. R. |S. JORDAN. 6 (Kelley lane.
where they will visit relatives for a recently purchased, at 16 Hill street.
69-71
Tessior of Boston who have been Sunday afternoon. Rev. H. F. Leach Prophecy Mildred 1. L. Demmons
Mrs.. Green, South Thomaston. Inquire of
Summer
Cottage?
and
Board
few
weeks.
Mr.
Snow
who
accom

guests of Mrs. Mary AValdo, have re officiated. The bearers were Alton John Warren Everett, James Arthur Stevens
MRS C. A EMERY, 28 iPaciflc Kt- Tel.
'FOR (SALE—1924 Dodge coupe, price rea
• Rockland
436-M.
69-tf
Second
Oration
—
"The
Three
Departments
of
sonable
for
quick
sale.
Inquire
(DONALD
G.
panied
them
remained
for
the
week

turned to Boston.
• • • •
If you have a cottage to let\jr desire sumGrover. Oliver Libby, Percy Averill
Our National Government.”
WANTED Lady bookkeeper, experienced CUMMINGS, 355 Broadway. Tel. 795-W
end.
mcr boarders adveaiise tRe t.-j^t in this paper
Murray Miller and Boynton Max and Henry Brown. Interment was,
Elden L. Cook
69-71
Exhibition of School Work
in general office work. Rockland party pre
where thousand* will read of it.
The Trytohelp Club will meet this
ey who have been on Monhegan do ,in the Thomaston cemetery: neat Class Gifts
ferred. Write stating age. experience, etc.
Ft>K (SALK Baby Carriage (stroller) Jn fine
Lucy A. Sukeforth
At the Town hall on the evening of
T>) LET Two furnished camps at Hosmer's An exceptional opportunity for the right condition.
evening at the home of Mrs. Lena
ing plumbing work, came home Sat surviving relatives are thC husband,
W. P. ELDRIDGE, 15 (Summer 'St.
School Chorus—"In Plcardle” ,.............. Osgood J Tominski.
:
12 |g r c
I
June 3 occurred the exhibition g^en Pond. 2 l
person. Address "it" care Courier-Gazette.
Tel. 1102.____________ ________________ 69-tf
urday.
a daughter, Mrs. Hiram Libby; two
"Viking Song" ...........Coleridge-Taylor
:n. nth or $50 foi lh ■
i - n EDWIN A.
69-71
,
1-y
the
pupils
of
the
various
grades
The monthly meeting of the Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Gluyas Williams and sons. Capt. Charles Whitmore of Valedictory—"Iron"
DEAN. Ricklar.l Tel. 671-J.
69-74
FOR SALE—Fine family home or for busi
WANTED- -Girl for general housework. 26
W. Morgan
10 room and bath, in good condition.
Bureau will lake place Friday after and district schools. It was a fine
children of West Newton. Mass., were Kockland and Alvah Whitmore of Presentation ofPaul
TO LET Ganip H'ttage, 6 rooms, at Al McLOCI> ST. Tel. 1662-K.____________ 68*70 | ness:
Diplomas
Modern
Improvements; fine location. Flower
1 opportunity for parents and friends ford's Lake available for season. Garage, ice.
noon
at
2
o
’
clock
at
Mrs.
Leola
in town Friday night enroute to Beer ! Portland,
Superintendent <?. E. Lord
WAiNTBD Cottage on coast during last garden, lawn and garden. Apply 15 PLEAS
Mann’s home on Central street. i to become better acquainted witli I i i’ and woo 1 furnished. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
ANT
ST..
Vinalhaven. Me.
68-76
Island for tlhe summer.
■
p, Feylep motored Sunday to Class Ode
Fiiller-Cobb-Davls.
(69-71 two weeks in July, moderate price. L. G.
Benediction
“Beverages,” is the topic lor dis the work which is being done in our
Mrs. Frank Simmons who has been ‘ n0Ver-Foxcroft via Bangor,
PERKY 5 Adams Kt. Tel. 472-J.
68*70
FOR SALE- -Red horse, weight about 1«(M»
FOR
SALE
Small
cottage
at
Meguntieook
Rev. .Mr. Kilborn
public schools and many took advan- Lake. Good fishing. Price low for quick sale.
«X*70
cussion.
guest of Mrs. Emerson Watts, re- I
. , , .
WANTED Agents In Rockland and sur- lbs. A. I’. C01AAM0RE. Rockville.
March
Mrs. Beulah Richardson, Mrs. : tage of it, thoroughly enjoying the Write “W" care The Courier-Gazette. 62-tf , rounding towns, to sell Mavan toilet and
turned Sunday to her home in Ever- i
FOR SALE- Five truck tires. 35x5 In. with
School Orchestra
household
goods.
Make
$15
to
$36
weekly.
tubes. At a bargain as they will not fit hiy
ett. Mass.
Robert E. McLain
Graduates not participating in the Leslie C. De^n ftnd daughter Mrs. , program which was presented as folFOR SALE Or to let summer cottage at Write now. MAVAN PROIMUCTO (CO., Lew- present
truck. L. A. rAf’KARD, R. F D..
....................
Walter Weed has moved his family
The funeral of the late Robert program Woodrow Wilson, Fred C. Ralph Wilson spent Tu-sday in Au 1 lows: Flag salute; Flower Drill, Ingraham Hill, 6 furnished rooms, electric
M..
6,fO76 Thomaston.
68*70
lights,
city
water,
nice
view
of
harbor.
A
bar-,
from Rockport to- Thomaston and | Everett McLain. 61, who died June Libby, Harold L. Smith, Robert G. gusta and Gardiner visiting friends. tirades '1 and 2; geography project,
WANTED—Woman to assist with cooking
gain if sold at once G. A. TARR. Tel. 614M or
FOR SALE—AVood that makes warm
will reside on East Gleason street. j 4, was held at his late home Satur- Johnson. Alice C. Felt, Kathryn Mrs. Wilson returned Thursday to pupils of Simonton schools; violin 232-W.
55-tf at summer resort; also young boy to milk friends. Tel Rockland 125-W or 122-2 Thom
67-69 aston. FTtted wood. $14; junks. $12; cord
Frank Jordan Is having repairs , day afternoon. Rev. 11. F. Leach of- Scott, Celia P. Flye, Richard A. Luf her home at Criehaven after a week's solo, Bernice Nutt, vocal duet, Calvin
TO LET—At Owl's Head 7 room furnished cows and do chores. TEL. 367-21.
Hughey and Ruth Hughey, reprdsen- cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for
visit with her mother.
WANTED Boy's small size second hand wood, $10. del. <). H. ( 1UE Ac CO.. Thomas
made upon his house.
flciatlng. The bearers were C. C. kin and |John S. Campbell.
ton. Successor to Ralph Conant Ac Son.
Maynard Williams has a new McDonald. Ward Grafton, Wesley
Mrs. Cora Whitney and grand i tatives of the West* Rockport school; month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at bicycle. II. E. THOMAS at Libby’s paint
The school orchestra is composed
.
66-tf
67-69
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
46-f shop or call 39-W.
Willys-Knight automobile.
Ifemy, Truman Sawyer. There were of Pussell Morgan. Phyllis Belasco, daughter Miss Feme Whitney, en recitation, Kenneth Daucett; playlet,
FOR SALE—Tomato plants
Burbank's
WANTED—Washings to do at home. MRS.
FOR SALE—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Mists Evelyn Hyler, recently a many and beautiful flowers. Inter Malcolm Creighton. Eloise Dunn, route from New York to Rockport, I Grades 3 and 4; flag drill and Jap- Beach.
Early,
30c
per
doz.
F.
H.
PALAIHNO.
M9
All modt-ru improvements. LENA ARHl'R uMYKKS. 42 iRear Ingraham's field. Summer (St. Tel. 836-J.
67-69
guest of M'rs.. William Newbert, re ment was made in the Thomaston Ralph Davis, Evangeline Paquin. are spending a few days with friends j anese drill, pupils of Hoboken school; K. SARGENT. Tel. 994 or 9P6-M.
67*69
52-tf Rockland. Me.
FOR SALE—‘Early cabbage plants, tomato
turned Friday to her home at Port cemetery.
WANTED Experienced stitchers at 'M(H>Reginald
McLaughlin,
Lawrence
land Head Light.
RRX PANTS CO.
67-tf plants, double harness, 1 horse wagon, 2 horse
Mr. McLain was born in Bremen Carroll.
wheels. A. H. ROBINSON. Thomaston.
Mrs. Barry is having repairs made Sept. 4, 1S&5. a son of- Robert and
WANTED- Kitchen work at parties. Ref
67-69
The class motto is “Perseverance
erences. MRS. HAZEL WARREN, 136 Holmes
apiin her house.
Mary E. (Morse) McLain of that Is The Keynote To Success.” The
FOR SALEr-J’ollce puppies. MRS.
IM.
St.
67*69
Mrs. Lena Merry and Mrs. Susie town
STEVENS.
Old
County
Rd.
67*69
wn. He came »t«o Thomaston with class colors are silver gray and
ROCKLAND DIVISION
WANTED
Roomers
or
boarders.
MRS.
W.
Newbert are leaving today for Port hiss family 15 years ago to
make his
iu uituu,
ma i mi
pUrme
p;e.
FOR SALE--One 32 ft. Friendship sloop;
S. KENNISTON, 176 'Main St. Tel. S74-W.
22 ft. Chris craft; one 14 ft. power yacht
land to attend the convention of the hotote and found work in the ship- 1
64-tf one
tender;
one 91 by 15 ft power yacht; one
GAR
yards. At the close of the World
WANTED
—
Automobile
generator
and
start

65
ft.
by 12 ft. Commuter run less than 1000
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harmon and
Miss Edith Lenfest has returned War, with his son he formed a part
er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma miles; one 65 ft. power cruiser, new last
tures turned and undercut for garages at year, (’an be seen any time at the ( AMDEN
from a visit to her brother in New nership to carry on the building of sons Harold and Richard of Woodreasonable rates. Complete automotive elec YACHT RUILDLNG Ac RAILWAY, INC.
Bedford, Mass.
boats, which business he was engaged fords were Sunday guests of Mrs.
trical service. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next Camden, IMatne.
67-69
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merry of New in at the time of his death. For the Harmon’s auirt, Miss Mary C. Davis,
to Ford Agency.
66-tf
FOR
SALETwenty
thousand
feet
of
2
Inch
past
two
years
he
had
experienced
ples
un
ti
coo
k
street
ton Highlands, Mass., who have been
WANTED—To loan Money on auto, house lumber and boarding boards. Get my prices
Zenas Melvin has a position with
visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs. some severe illnesses which weakened
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Interest 3 per before you build or repair. Will deliver any
cent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX amount over 50(1 ft. HI.KBFJtT L. TIB
Herbert A. Merry, returned Friday a naturally strong and robust frame, the Security Trust Co.
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. i'ostofflce.
BETTS. Waldoboro, Me. Route 3.
67*69
Mr. and Mrs. W. U. Heald have re
night to their home.
the fifnal one being grippe, which af
66-tf
FOR KALE—Rouse and out building, one
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shaw of fected hits heart. He is survived by turned from Atlantic City, where they
acre land, at Tenant’s Harbor. MRS. FRANK
Providence were visitors Sunday of his wife, a son Newell, who was in attended the Majestic Radio Corpor
CATF?S. 34 James Kt. Tel. 206 R
68-70
Miscellaneous
Henry B. Shaw and family.
business with him: a sister and a ation show.
FOR KALE—11*23 Ford Tudor sedan. Can
Meguntieook
Grange
meets
Wed

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Whitmore and brother Almond of Bremen, and sev
STATE. ROAD HOTEL $20<M(. center of vil be seen at 29 Admontem Ave. Cheap for cash.
nesday evening of :his week.
lage. most wonderful buy. Ideal for summer
67-89
children of South Portland arrived eral grandchildren.
people: 13 rms., large dining room: Mbuse In
Plans
are
going
on
for
the
hig
SALE—Or to let, two tenement house,
Friday, called here by the death of
fair repair, furnace beat; 15 .car garage; see 17 FOR
Lawrence
St.,
toilets,
lights;
also
21
ft.
regatta
to
be
held
here
July
25-26.
Mr. Whitmore’s mother.
at once. J. D. PEASE, Hope, uMe.
69-71 power boat at a low price. Inquire 18 MECAMDEN
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S., held its
Mrs. T. W. Pease and daughter.
4on ACRES, TROUT KROOK, l$1500. Fine CH.VNIC 1ST Tel 763-M.
67*69
The Camden Htsh School Alumni regular meeting last evening. Chil
Mrs. Skillings of Bath, are visiting
tor game preserve. Large quantity wood and
FOR SALE--24 foot power boat, 22 h. p.
| timber: wonderful Mt. views. 1% miles of engine.
friends in town. They will remain Asswcialion will hold its annual ban dren's night was observed.
CHARLES HENDERSON. Thomaston.
j
irout brook, abundance fruit ; 8-room house,
____________
64-tf
until after commencement exercises quet a4 Grange hall June 16 at 7 ip.
[ running spring water, bldgs. Insured for
Po not miss the sale going on all
m. daylight. A Penobseot river salmon
FOR SALK—Ruick M. Six 4 pass, coup
$22oo. Sacrifice for quick settlement at $1500.
of T H.S.
1927.
Extra
good.
MRS.
A.
J.
RINES.
War
' less than half cash; pg. 32 Big catalogue free.
Alvah M ftpear of :he Maine State dinner will be served, after which there j this week at Gorden & Lovejoy's.
64*6
STROUT AGENCY, 813-DG Old South Bldg . ren. Me. Tel. Warren 3-22.
Prison staff Is having his annual va- wiU
an unexpected treat in the Cnion. Me. Sale closes Saturday
! Boston. Mass.__________________ _______ 69-lt
FOR SALE—25 ft.x6 ft. Hacker design V
cation, much of ithe time being spent ' way of entertainment. Adelyn Bush*- night.—adv.
PATCHWORK (7 pounds Clippings) post- bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit,
in a motoring trip through Maine. nell and company, whose excellence
; paiil $1.00 or ('. O. D. plus postage. Excel 6-40 (tray motor. New last year. Also Two
We are anxious to march because
lent assortment, latest patterns.
Satlsfac- New Class B A C Outboard Racers, single
While in Bangor he attended the an in the field of professional amuse we do not like to be sedentary.—
i tion guaranteed. LAWSON TEXTILE CO., 9 step, all mahogany. Designed from two of
nual session of the Patriarchs Mili ment is widely acclaimed, and justly Benito Mussolini.
4
! Aster St.. Providence, R. I.
65-69 the fastest models In the country. ol'INN
so, will feature ithe evening. Suptant. I.O.O.F.
BROS.. Eagle. Me.
56-76
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
The baccalaureate sermon to the P" tickets are $1 and may be procured
FOR SALE—-Hardwood fitted. $14 ; junk?
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work,
senior class of Thomaston High from an>' member of the committee.
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL $12; long, $10; fitted limbs, $10 ; fitted sof
TON. 51 Brewster St. Tel. 467.
58*69 wood and slabs. $8; also lumber. T. J. CAR
School was delivered In the Congre- I also at Arnes Pharmacy and Miss M.
ROLL Tel. 263-11.
G6-t
LIGHTNING is nothing to be fooled with.
gational Church Sunday evening hy ! E. Bartlett's store. Tuesday evening
FOR SALE—Dining table and six chai
Are you sure your radio antenna Is properly
the pastor of the Federated Church. the junior prize speaking contest
proected by an approved appliance. Call 721 with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101Rev. Hubert F. Leach. The church will be held 'in the opera house,
and our Service Man will l<*ok your installa
3.T
We want all your LIVE POUL
tion over and tell you the cost of proper pro
was prettily decorated with bright Thursday evening the class of 1930,
F'OR SALE—Fifty bouses of all descriptions
tection. Tld. estimate given without charge. in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
TRY. Higheet Price* paid. Call
colored tuli-ps, ferns and pine bows. C.H.S.. will be graduated, and on Fri
HOI-SK-SHERMAN. Inc., Electrical Spe
Foods Taste Better when made with Crisco
In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
A chorus choiT assisted by Dr. Oliver day evening the graduation baW will
or write Charles Shane, car* of
clallsts.
66-tf talk over my list ifarou wish tojbuv ROBERT
Cushing and Stanley Cush'ing, and be held in the opera house.
66-tf
USED ( Alts BOUGHT AND SOLD, at 108 U. CO1 UNS, 375IMaln St. Ti f 77.
R. E. Cutting, Warr*n, M*. Tai.
M rs. Frank L. Kennedy is visiting
an orchestra composed of young
Park St F
KNIGHT.
66-tf
F’OR SALE—Five room bouse, Stanley
Warren 3-3 and trucke will call at
musicians, presented an entertaining relatives in 'Los Angeles, Calif. She
MONEY TO LOAN on 1st and 2nd mort Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
your door. References: Any poul
gages. KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 School St provements. double lot land, $1600. Can be
program of music, Miss Woodcock will remaiin there about a month.
Opp,
pojtofllce.
66-tl paid as rent with small payment down. V. F
Miss
Gladys
Clark
is
visiting
her
organist. Prayer was offered hy Rev.
try raiser.
STUD LEY. 69 4’ark St. Tel. 1080.
66-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
E. O. Kenyon of the Episcopal sister, Mrs. Robert Campbell, in Saco.
WHEN LN BOSTON—Remember mat y<
repair jour furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
Mrs.
George
L.
Otis
has
arrived
Church, scripture read by Rev. H. S.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
Tel DUO.
ftfi-tf can buy copies of The Courler-Gaze'te wl
the home news, at the Old South News Agecr
Kilborn of ithe Baptist Church and from New York and opened Norum27-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of balr goods at the Washington St., next Old South Church.
bega
for
the
summer.
the closing prayer by Rev. H. F.
Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Large

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

Where The Best Foods Come From

ffiooooooooocooo«x>c<x»oc<«50oooocoooooocx>D<>oooooc
WEEK OF JUNE 9th to JUNE 14th

LAWRENCE'S

HULLED
CORN
Can

Copyright 1930 by Dodge Brother! Corporation

DODSE BROTHERS SIX

20

eeeeoooooooooosoc

NORMAN R
PURE

GRAHAM FL0U1

CRISCO
CdlO

24

UP,

F. O. B.

Gold Medal

FACTORY

Cake Flour

IDEAL FOR THE
AMERICAN FAMILY

Per Can

MACKEREL

20'

ron VBK*BE* CAKES

life of the American family—because they have been dependable.

GOOD LUCK

Brothers Six with its silent, sturdy and safe Mono-Piece Steel Body

tb.
EPSOM
C
SALTS 9
'/i

No. 2 Can

dependable motor that gives it smooth, flexible, powerful per

Sliced Pineapple

«A

SCOT TISSUE 3„on,

SIXE-S AND EIGHTS

Rockland, Maine

Styles

•590 to *695
Price* f. o. b. factory

PLYMOUTH
CMRVfLCR

MOTORS

SOLD BY DODGE BROTHERS

PaODUCT

DEALERS

BI 0

EVERYWHERE

Our Good Used Cars are not
only inexpensive in cost. They
can ba purchased with a small
down payment, balance out of in
come.

1929 Ford Tudor
1928 Essex Sedan
1926 Ford Sedan
1927 Chrysler Sedan
1926 Chevrolet Touring
1928 Whippet Cabriolet
1927 Pontiac Sedan
1929 Buick Sedan
1928 Chevrolet Coach
1927 Oldsmobile Sedan

55c

ooBOoeooooeeooeee

Toilet Paper X6C
BLACK PALM

>■« Pk*.

Pitted Dates 2 lc

WOW OWE OF THE LOWE ST-PRICED CARS IN THE WORLD

29

RASPBERRY
‘
STRAWBERRY

ONE POUND

for any other closed car ever included in the Dodge Brothers line.

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

(C

pm..

with all its typical Dodge dependability, the price is lower than

DODGE DFPeNDABILITY

uh

COFFEE
POST'S 2
Corn Flakes 15C

Yet, with all the advanced quality of its design and construction,

OF

C

PACKED BY "JIM DOLE”

And it is a safe car to drive with its weatherproof

6VBRY TRADITION

COST
Gian fu

3p«r

PARADISE ISLE

internal hydraulic brakes that are always positively equalized.

Body

THREE CROW

head-room, leg-room and elbow-room. Under the hood is a sturdy,

UPHOLDING

MILLER’S GARAGE

One

of unusual spaciousness, with wide doors and windows, abundant

formance.

9c

PRESERVES
Lemon Pie Filling 25c
Pound Jar'

And that same dependability is the foundation of this latest Dodge

Six

DISINFECTANT

29c

Dodge cars have always been a prominent factor in the motoring

Per Bot.

FOSS’

PER PACKACE

solicited. II. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-4. 66-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGE**
and estates, up-to-date property. In the gar
ien spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
ns what you want ORRIN J. DK KEY, Bel
fast. Me.
66-tf
WHEN IN NEW \OKK—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Uotallng’a News Agency
308 West 40th street.

2 Pk<>18c

DAVIS

eeoeeeeeooBoeosoe
AND

25

$c«».

MACARONI
___ SPAGHETTI
Elbow Macaroni

S Pound Bag
1C

... 23'

HOURS
WEEK DAYS, 7 A. M. to 6 P. M.
SUNDAYS,
8 A.M. to 1P.M.

FORMOSA
44 Lh.

MILLER’S GARAGE

*BOBoocooooooBoeeeeoooooe>oooooooaoooooo-ow3<K>soooo

TRADE AT NATION-WIDE STORES.

You know the owner

i

27 RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 692-M

To Let
TO LET Six goom apartment, newly
vated. Hot .water and bath. Rankin I
over Havener's. E. L. SPEAR or El i
SPEAR
i
TO LET Five furnished rooms, gas, electric
lights, flush closet. Apply 730 IMAIN ST.
Tel. 448-M.
69*71
TO LET -Three furnished rooms for light
housekeeping, all modern Improvements, (‘all
at 12 EI.MiSTUEET.
TO LET F’ive-room tenement in goed con
dition ; (modern Improvements, 41 Limerock
St. TF:U 982.
.
C9*71
TO LET Rooms by the day or week : j
rooms for light lioiisekeeping. 'MRS. GEOH
W. STANLEY. Swan’s Island. Ale.
69
TO LFLT Five room furnished apaitm
piano, gas. electric lights and toilet. $■
week. V. F. fSTUDLKY, 69 Park St.
1686.
•
c,
TO BET-Apartment of fi rooms.
Maaonie St. Inquire KOBEKT V. (OLI.I.XS
6S-71
T<> I,(-T—Two furnished moms with
without light housekeeping.
18 IMASD’
ST
G8
TO LET—‘Small tenement, 15 K'our
small family. ERNEST C. DAVIS at F
Cobb-Davis.
Tel- *7.

TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rr
newly renovated, modern Improvements
eluding telephone. Inquire 57 CREST
ST.
(
TO LET- For the season at Owl's Head, fur
nished 7-room house, and garage, near shore.
Apply IMRS. ,R. S. WHITE, Owl's Head.
68-76
TO LET—Store at 12 Limerock St. At
BASIL H STINSON Tel. 462.
TO LET—Three room/furnished aparl
with lights and water. THOMPSON'*
Willow (St.
(
TO LET—A clean cosy 6-room house.
Main (St. MRS MABEL RAWLEY, 136
Main St Tel. 676 M.
TO LET—Garage $5 month. V F
LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1680.
TO LET—Furnished apartment.
only: also rooms, board nearby. Gj
wanted at 72 Camden St. MRS W
BALL
TO LET—fieven room apartment, a
ern. with sun porch, corner Cedar am
ster Sts., opposite Silence Church. A
MEN’S SHOP. Park St.
TO LET- Furnished apartment
UTS?!* °X sinK,e rooms’
modern
DA NFL Tel. 427-R

TO LET—Tenement of 6 rooms. Sp
Apply 69 BEFXm ST Tel. 42-W.
TO LET—Cottage house on Carmi
o’c. J.*.*0”1 nl‘ar,me,d on Summer St
MRS. FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 311
IO LEI—Well furnished apartment of
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two i
entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel S
TO

LET—Apartment

m

Bicknell

Apply to B B SMITH, Thorndike
Ixihsler Co. Tel.
“ ‘ 208.
.....

BABY CHICKS
Your order received today and Chicks
sent out tomorrow. R. I. Reds, statte
j tested, 100% free, for May delivery;
$16 per 100, or $75 for 500. We deliv
er chicks to your door. V. R. WOOD
MAN & SON, Winterport, Me. Tel.
37-31.
66-tf

HflWTAPS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 10, 1930

AWAIT DIPLOMAS

MRS. MACRAE COMING

Head of American Legion Fifty-Two Students To Grad
Auxiliary To Be in Ban
uate From Rockland High
gor, June 24
Thursday Night
In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially des'res Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone still be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ___________ _____ ____________ 770

Mrs. Annie Simmons who has
been the guest of relatives 'in Lynn
and Andover, Mass., since returning
from a winter in Florida has arrived
hoir.e.

Mrs. Harold K Greene and daugh
ter Ruth ure the guests of relatives
in Portland for two weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. William W. Gregory
and Mr. and Mrs. Alhra Perry mo
tored Sunday to Readfield where
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Perry. On their return they
were accompanied by Ruth Gregory
who had been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Perry for several days.

Mrs. Romaine Q. Merrick of Rich
mond, Va„ is the guest of Mrs. Mary
Perry, 170 South Main street.

Mrs. Donald Macrae, National begion Auxiliary president, will make
her official visit with the Department
of Maine, Legion Auxiliary. June 24
in Bangor. The Knox County Legion
Auxiliary women are much interested in the coming event and a number
from this section will be present.
Mrs. Donald Macrae, the national
president, will arrive when the aft
ernoon session is well underway hut
every minute of her time has been
planned while she js in Bangor.
The program, as far as arranged is:

j The commencement exercises of
] Rockland High School will be held in
! the auditorium of that building
Thursday night, when diplomas will
be awarded to 29 girls and 23 boys.
| This is the program to be presented:

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of
Framingham, Mass., visited Mr.
Cottrell’s former Rockland home over
the weekend]

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Little motefred
to Augusta and Rangeley Lakes over
Mr. and Mrs. J. F.-Cooper left this the weekend. Master Neil Little had
morning for Portland, where they as his guest during their absence
Master Edwin Edwards.
will remain 10 days. *

Mr. and Mr/ F. S. Reynolds and
Mrs. H. W. Reynolds of Lubec were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Lawrence.
Mrs. George Clark, Broadway, was
hostess to the T.H.E. Club last evenong.
Miss Marguerite Gould who has
been teaching in Hartland has arrived
home for the summer.

E. C. House of House-Sherman.
Inc., accompanied by Mrs. House, ar
rived Sunday evening from the radio
convention at Atlantic City. Before
coming home they visited Philadel
phia, New York, Washington. Alex
andria, Mount Vernon and called on
Mrs, House’s sister at Virginia High
lands.
Miss Della Bean of Boston who has
been In the city the past week as the
guest of her sister. Mrs. W. C. Stin
son and her brother-in-law, Albert
W. Thomas of 51 Pacific street has
returned home.

is the guest of her niece, Mrs. Wil
liam W. Graves, Malden, Mass.
Mrs. Norman Read and daughter of
Belfast are guests of Mrs. Charles
E. Bicknell.

Carl Thurston is in North Haven
visiting his grandparents.

_

*

Miss Lucy Rhodes is inj’ortiand.

Mrs. John Meservey has taken
apartments in the .Eugene Frost
house, North Main street.

Mrs. A. W. Hutchinson has been
attending the annual convention of
the Maine State Spiritualist Associa
tion at Pittsfield.
Miss Ethel Thomas arrived heme
from the University of Maine yes
terday, accompanied by .Samuel
Sezak of Wellesley, Mass., who will
be her guest for a time. Miss Thomas
took part in the pageant presented at
tire college on (Saturday.

The Educational Club will picnic
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and with Mrs. L. G. Perry at the par
daughter Constance were in the city sonage of the Littlefield Memorial
Sunday, calling on friends.
Church, Friday.

Rev. George H. Welch
A Dream Boat Passes By ................... Manne.v
•Class of (Nineteen Thirty
Salutatory—'History of iMalne
Robert <’. Gregory
Address to Undergraduates

March

N

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

DOLLAR Day
Our Dollar Sale will be Thurs.-Fri.-Sat., June 12-13-14
THE LIST BELOW IS ALL NEW SPRING GOODS, BOUGHT ESPECIALLY FOR THIS SALE.
ARTICLE IS FROM 25c TO 50c BELOW THE REGULAR PRICE

Weidt

Jtev. J. Charles .MacDonald

$1
$1
$1
$1

Mrs. Donald Macrae, National Presi
dent, American Legion Auxiliary

1.30 p. m. daylight time, meeting of
the Department Executive Commit
tee.; 2.30 conference for all members
arfd officers of the Auxiliary; 3.10 a
committee will meet Mrs. Macrae at
the train and escort her to the Con
ference. The afternoon session will
be devoted to discussion of Legion
and Auxiliary problems in the Le
gion Club Rooms.
At the banquet in the evening. Mrs.
Macrae will be the chief speaker.
The toastmistress will be the Depart
ment president, Mrs. Agnes J. B .urlck
of Sanford. Music will be furnished
by the American Legion band of
Bangor. 1
As National President of the
American Legion Auxiliary. Mrs. Don
ald Macrae, of Council Bluffs. Iowa,
is the leader of the largest women’s
patriotic organization in the world.
She has the responsibility of direct
ing the activities of nearly 3.70.000
mothers, wives, sisters and daughters
of World War veterans who are
banded together in the Auxiliary to
work for the welfare of the disabled
veterans, the families of the dead and
disabled, and the general welfare of
the country. Few women in the
world today hold positions of greater
influence and responsibility

HAPPHY OBSERVED
•

i •! •

r~»

LdWin Libby Relief Corps

Mrs. C. M. Blake, Mrs. Edith Fol
lansbee. Miss Mary Holbrook and
Celebrates Its 46th An
Carroll Merrill spent a delightful
niversary
weekend motoring
through the
Mrs. Statia Harmon was hostess at Moosehead Lake region. At Ripothe bridge party given Friday eve genus they were fortunate enough
The 46th anniversary of Edwin
ning under the auspices of the BPW to see the "shooting" of thousands of Libby Relief Corps was observed in a
Club. There were three tables, hon logs.
fitting manner Thursday afternoon
ors being won by Mrs. W. H. Ander
at Grand Army hall before a large
son. Mrs. Bertha .Brewer. Mrs. Annie • Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Glover are mo gathering of members and friends
O’Brien and Mrs. A. J. Crockett.
toring in Canada for a few days.
who expressed their warm approval
of the dignified exercises as carried
Rev. K. II. Cassens, wife and young
Mrs. Abbie tHanseom entertained out under the direction of Mrs. Eliza
son of Hancock, are in the city, the Dorcas Club in the girls’ room Plummer, ' patriotic instructor, as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Cas- connected with the Home Service de general chairman.
sens.
partment of the Central Maine Power
Effective
decorations were used
-Company yesterday afternoon. Re throughout the hall, several beautiful
Miss Hilma Bradstreet has been the freshments were served by Mrs. bouquets from local patriotic bodies
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Florence Ellis, who has charge of that being prominently displayed and
Quincy Maker at Vlnalhaven.
department, and whose delicacies later distributed among members
provided with electric appliances, won who are sick or shut-ins.
Mrs. Faustina Roberts is the guest- heartiest commendation.
The program opened at 2.34), with
of Mrs. Emma Green in Vlnalhaven.
the line of march headed by Comrade
Mrs. John O. Stevens was hostess J. F. Woodsum. acting for Com
Gliiyas Williams, the noted car to the Breakfast Bridge Club yester mander W. P. Hurley, who was un
toonist and family of West Newton day with luncheon at the Copper able to be present; and Mrs. Bessie
Mass., have opened their summer Kettle and eards at her home. High Haraden, president of the Corps.
home at Deer Isle, arriving there on est honors were won by Mrs. Cleve Others in the march were six com
Friday.
land Sleeper and Mrs. E. L. Brown.
rades and past presidents, also Judge’
E. K. Gould, speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ames of
Wallace Kent, chief wireless opera
Greetings were extended by Mayor
Concord, N. H„ are guests of Mr. and tor on the Collier Coastwise, is visit Richardson, tlie response Ibeing made
Mrs. John Newman for 10 days. Mrs. ing his parents on Gay street while by Past State President. Mrs. Mary
Newman was their guest over Memo the steamer is discharging a cargo Cooper.
Judge Gould's address
rial Day and the weekend, motoring in Portland.
along patriotic 1 nes was splendidly
hack to Rockland with them.
presented. Mrs. Haraden in her ca
Miss Bertha Harmon of New York pacity as president spoke briefly.
Mr. and Mrs. b. A. Thurston and Is the guest of Mrs. Ella Grimes at A particularly interesting feature was
son Carl were guests of relatives in Crescent Beach Miss Harmon is a the history of the Corps since its or
Portland over the weekend,
talented dramatic soprano, having ganization, June 18, 1884, as given by
been with the Boston Opera Co. and Mrs. Irene Winslow. Four of the
t
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph bynch of tlie Philadelphia Opera Co., in addi charter members arc living, Mrs.
Ithaca, N. ,Y„ and Robert Price of tion to appearing extensively in re- Sarah Hull, Mrs. Clara Green, Miss
New Haven, Conn., are at The Ken citafond concert, both in this country Ella Day and Mrs. Lou Irish. The
more while Mr. Lynch and Mr. Price and abroad.
present membership includes 182
are employed here by the State High
names. Vocal solos were given by
way Commission.
,
STUART-CLARK
Mrs. Ruth Sewali, Mrs. Evelyn White
and Miss Lorna Post, and a vocal
The Woman’s Foreign* Missionary
Chauncey Stuart,
formerly of duet by Mrs. Ida Huntley and Mrs.
Society of the Pratt M. E. Church Rockland, and Miss (Elsie Clark of Velma Marsh.
takes place Thursday afternoon at
Buffet lunch under the direction of
the home i.f Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Camden were married in Hollis Cen Mrs. Haraden was served during the
ter
last
Thursday
night,
the
officiat

Amesbury street, with Mrs. Frank
informal reception.
ing clergyman being the bridegroom's
Flint as leader.
father, Rev. O. |W. Stuart, former
CLARK ISLAND
Dr. bee DeForest of New York,
pastor
of the Littlefield Memorial
Mrs. Charles Rowland has returned
with his family and servants, will
arrive about June 15 to occupy the Church. Among the guests were front a visit with her daughter Mrs.
Burpee cottage at ibueia Beach for Sherman Lord. Miss Berla Lord. Miss Relic Wade In Methuen, Mass.
A daughter was born to Mr. and
the summer season. That the De- Eva Ames. Miss Arlene Chaples and
, Forests were delighted with their Harold Wixson. Tlie bridegroom is Mrs. Herbert Mattson at Knox Hos
first summer there is substantiated a 'graduate of Gordon College and is pital Thursday, May 29.
Robert Magee is making extensive
by the fact that they have leased now preaching in Hollis Center. The
the property for the summers of 1930 bride has many friends in this sec repairs on his garage.
Business continues brisk at the
and 1931.
tion of the County.
local quarry, the latest arrivals on
the paving job are Charles Falk and
Of particular interest to the memFOR THE FARMERETTE
William Olson from Carlton. Georgia
ljers of the Rubinslein Club Is the
and Henning Peterson from New
announcement of the engagement of
Friends have indicated a desire to
Miss Avis bamb of Portland to Harry assist the young farmerette who re York city.
The Friday night dances given by
M. Dunton of Cincinnati, formerly cently lost a valuable horse, and The
of South Portland. Miss Lamb who Courier-Gazette will receive and for the Improvement Association are
is one of Portland's most talented ward funds that may be provided for holding their attendance very well.
young vocalists, has sung here in ex that purpose. Several contributions The monthly report made by the com
change programs with the Rossini have already been received. The list mittees in charge show the attend
ance varies but little each week.
Club as well as forming many Rock will be duly published.
Mrs. Lucy Freeman and Miss Bose
land acquaintances at the annual
Edwards of Watham, Mass., spent
conventions of the State Federation
A THOUSAND YEARS
the holiday with their mother Mrs.
of Music Clubs. -Miss bamb was
[Fur Tlie Courier-Gazette]
Rose Edwards.
State winner in the Atwater-Kent The king has sone upon his wandering:
The Village school closed June G,
radio audition in recent years, She From Yarrow cell I glance upon the lea;
A
mist
hangs
there,
hut
singing
blltliesomely
teaches voice and piano and has Above mv wlndi w swings a thrush. Harping for the summer vacation. The chil
dren under the care of Miss Adrea
studied both in Portland and Phila Of hard, or wanting change, imagining
Bartlett, teacher, enjoyed a picnic on
delphia. Mr. Dunton is manager of Of beggar, here 1 limit unceasingly
scarlet, gold, and blue lace tracery
Clark Island on that date.
the Cincinnati office of the bockhead In
With pen of reed ; and list to friars chanting
Oliver McArdle has a new Ford
Dental Laboratory.
goupe.
The storms of tyranny sweep o’er my heart:
1 lift nty thought unto the clouds and see
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chaples
Your rug problems can he settled The
tragedy of mel\wrlt In tint dust.
visiaed relatives in Portsmouth, N. H.,
witli satisfaction guaranteed by call Tltclr glory In their reason and their art.
over the holiday.
ing Tlie People's Laundry, Limeroek And so. 1 frame tlielr deeds In poetry,
tlielr portraits. .jj'liy? Because 1
The Village Improvement Associa
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your I paintmust.
tion cooperating with the road com
rugs and return them promptly. like
Eva lllaniinuttd ITturchlll
missioner have had the roads put in
124-tC
Needham, Mass.
HvW.

Follows a list of the graduates, with
the courses they took in Rockland
High School:
Stephen Accardi,
General'
Margaret Adams,
Classical
Luther Biekmore,
Scientific
Hector M. Brown,
Scientific
Frances Chatto,
General
Vada Clukey,
Commercial
Doris Coltart,
Commercial
Aimon Cooper,
Scientific
Kennedy Crane, Jr.,
Classical
John W. Davis,
Scientific
Ruth Davis,
Scientific
Albert Dodge,
Classical
Louise Dolliver,
General
Fred Dyer,
fieneral
Daisy Economy,
Commercial
Alice Flanagan,
Commercial
Anna Green,
Commercial
Robert Gregory,
Scientific
Frederick Hall,
Scientific
Helen Hall,
'Commercial
Flora Hamlin,
General
Frieda Herrick,
Commercial
Randall Hopkins,
Com mercial
Owen Johnston,
Scientific
Frances King,
Commercial
Clifford Ladd,
Classical
Lois Libby.
Commercial
Aleada Little,
Commercial
Francis Mazzeo,
Commercial
Albart McCarty,
Classical
Addle McIntosh,
Commercial
William Mclx'nnan,
General
Paul Merriam,
Scientific
Ivernia Moore,
General
Clifford Oliver,
General
Alden Philbrook,
General
Ada Ripley,
Commercial
William Rounds,
Classical
Pauline Searlott,
Classical
Charles Seavey,
Commercial
Annette Segal,
Commercial
Jessie Shute,
General
Mary Small,
Scientific
Phyllis Spencer,
General
Myrtle
Sprague
Commercial
.ujrue nprague
Commercial
Freeland Staples,
Scientific
Willis Sullivan,
Classical
Laura Tehan,
Mary Thomas,
Commercial
General
Faith I’lmer,
General I
Mildred Wilham,
Commercial
Grant Young,
....
The Baccalaureate Sermon

The S2 students above named at- I
tended the Congregational Church. I
Sunday, and listened to words of
wisdom and kindly advice which fell
fl.om the (lips of Rev. Walter S.
Rounds, pastor of the church and
preacher of the baccalaureate ser
mon. To Mr. Rounds this was a '
doubly pleasurable duty for one ol
the listeners was his own son. Wil
liam. who will figure prominently in
Thursday
night's
commencement
exercises as class valedictorian.
Mr. Rounds took as his text, "My
soul waitetli for the Lord more than
they that watch for the morning: 1
say, more than (hey that watch for
the morning."
Asa watchman longs for the com
ing of day which will release him
from the night of duty, so the devout
Israelite waited for the end of trouble
and the dawn of a brighter day.
With the morning release would
come.
Members of tlie class of 1930, you
have chosen as your motto, "Sunrise
behind; tlie day ahead.” The hour
for which you have waited has come,
a period of preparation is over; be
fore you lies the day.
To he sure the past four years
cannot he likened to night. You have
not walktd in darkness. You have !
joked and laughed and played. Bui
you have finished a task to which
duty called, and now the time of
waiting is over. Sunrise has com
and is over; a day of achievement lies
ahead.
It is our wish that the day be
bright with sunshine. .May happi
ness and Igood fortune attend you.
It is inevitable that clouds will
gather, and at times the light of the
sun may be totally eclipsed. Then
there js need to let patience do her
perfect work, and to walk by faith
when sight fails. Again the sun will
hurst forth in glory, which will be
as the coming of a new day.

STRAND THEATRE

for Colored and White Princess Slips
for two Princess Slips, colored and white
for Ladies’ Rayon Slips, all colors
for Ladies’ Night Gowns, crepe, muslin or rayon,
regular and outsize
$1 for Misses’ Pajamas
$1 for two Ladies’ Union Suits

$1
$1
Si
$1

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

for four pound Bundle Patchwork Pieces
for Dance Sets, Panties and Bandeaux
for Woven Rugs, 27x54
for two Children's Waist Union Suits
for two pairs Ladies’ Rayon Panties
for Ladies’ Rayon Chemise, all colors.

$1
$1
$1
$1

for Ladies’ Bungalow Aprons, extra sizes
for two Ladies’ Hoover Dresses
for two Ladies’ Fancy Rubber Aprons
for Corsets or Corselettes, all sizes

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

for six yards 36 inch Challie
for six yards Good Percale
for five yards All Linen Crash
for five yards Cretonne
for ten yards Part Linen Crash
for five yards Plisse, white and colors

$1
$1
$1
$1
$1

for Ripplette Bed Spread, 80x105
for two Fancy Pillow Cases
for four Pillow Cases
for five Plain Pillow Cases
for Sheets, 81x90, good quality

$1 for Damask 1 able Cloths
$1 for one yard All Linen Table Damask
$1 for Blankets, good size
$1 for Baby Carriage Blankets, pink or blue

$1 for one pair White Marquisette Curtains
$1 for two pairs Sash Curtains
$1 for two Shade Curtains, all colors

for four Ladies’ Summer Vests, band top
for Ladies' Rayon Bloomers
for Ladies’ Rayon Vests
for two pairs Ladies’ Crepe Bloomers, regular
and extra sizes
$1 for Gymnasium Bloomers, black sateen

$1
$1
$1
$1

$1
$1
$1
$1

$1 for Ladies’ Silk Hose, full fashioned, all colors
$1 for two pairs Ladies’ Silk Hose
$1 for four pairs Children’s Ribbed Hose, colors,
beige and nude
$1 for Ladies’ Boudoir Caps
$1 for two pairs Ladies’ and Children’s Fabric Gloves
$1 for Ladies’ Silk Scarfs, all colors

for Giant Alarm Clocks, 1.50 value
for Ladies’ and Men’s Umbrellas
for Ladies' Large Size Work Baskets
for Lunch Kit, Box and Bottle

$1 for Leatherette Suit Case good lock, leather handle
$1 for Traveling Bags
$1 for Ladies’ Underarm Bags

$1 for eight Bath Towels
$1 for five large size Turkish Towels
$1 for three extra large Turkish Towels
$1 for set of Fancy Towel and Wash Cloth
$1 for ten yard piece Cotton Diaper
$1 for three five-yard pieces Cheese Cloth

$1 for Box Stationery
$1 for Electric Plates
$1 for Sofa Pillows

EAST APPLETON
Memorial Day many visitors were
in Appleton and at Pine Grove ceme
tery, where exercises were held in
the afternoon.
The graves were
bright with beautiful floral tributes,
flags for the soldiers, and markers.
Among recent out of town guests
in.-town were Mrs. Ida Simmons Ers
kine and son.
The recent heavy wind did much
damage to fruit trees in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs Luther Calderwood
and children Rosalind and May, Lee
Clinton, Carleton Gushee and Rich
ard Ames returned to Massachusetts
Sunday after spending Memorial Day
with friends here.
Planting is well underway and the
busy hum of the tractor is heard.
Among the out of townt guests
Memorial Day were Mr. and Mrs.
Qari Moran and .son, Mrs. Ralph
Bennett, Mrs Ora Ripley, Miss Ada
Ripley, Mrs. Winnie Talbot, and sev
eral others.
Rev. Ardale Cross was a visitor
in this place Wednesday, enroute to
Rockland on his bicycle.
Truck loads of happy school chil
dren went to Belfast Thursday on a
vacation picnic and passed a very
happy day.
Mrs. Adclla Gushee had as recent
guests Alonzo Hawkes and son Na
than of Belmont, Mass. Mr. Hawkes
is well known in Appleton and the
following from the Belmont (Mass.)
Citizen doubtless will be of interest
to many friends here: ‘Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo J. Hawkes of 52 Marlboro
street celebrated their golden wed
ding anniversary May 18 at the home
of their son Nathan W. Hawkes. 267
School street. Mrs. Hawkes was Miss
Annie Evans, born in Appleton, Maine
1861 and Mr Hawkes also was born
in that town in 1864). Their son
Nathan is vice president of the Bos
ton & Maine R. R. They received
many gifts including flowers, gold,
etc.”

if you want a drama that’s differ
ent see “The Case of Sgt. Grischa”
which plays here Wednesday and
Thursday.
To quote the critics,
“This picture stands out like a light
house in a season of 10081031 fluff
and drawing room'nonsense.
Do not miss the sale going on all
Sgt. Grischa, played by Chester
Morris, is caught in the claws of tills week at Gordon Jt Lovejoy’s,
Sale closes Saturday
war when he tries to escape from a Union, Me.
prison eamp to return to his home. night.—adv.
Grischa's escape from the prison
camp in snowclad Poland; his experi
ences in the forest with the outlaws;
his romance with Bahka, the Russian
refugee: his amazing adventures in
9 Seminary and
Mervinsk occupied by the Germans:
his unconscious influence on his mili
Junior College *
tary superiors, resulting in a dra
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
matic clash between two German
Thorough training for
college and for lile. General
generals; and his eventual resigna
preparatory course and two
tion to the dictates of Fate—all of
years’ college work with op
these are real as hits of life.—adv.
portunities for individual

Westbrook

talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home economics, sten

good condition again after the recent
rains.
Miss 'Hazel At. Harrison attended
the St. George High School picnic at
Southland Friday.

EVERY

$1 for seven yards Best Quality 40 inch Sheeting
$1 for six yards Bleached Cotton Cloth
$1 for five yards 36 inch Long Cloth

for Ladies’ House Dresses .long or short sleeves
for Ladies’ Hoover Dresses
for Children’s Dresses, 1.25 and 1.50 value
for White Middy Blouses
—————

Class of (Nineteen Thirty

U* J

Mrs. Irene Fletcher of Jones
borough. Vt., and Miss Edith Hanford
of Damariscotta are at the Kenmore.

Invocation

Albert W. (McCarty

Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Gilley who
have been guests of Mr. Gilley's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley,
Broadway, returned to their home
in Worcester, Mass., yesterday.

Mrs. Minnie Rogers and children,
Mrs. Lucia Burpee, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel, Eva, Ruth and Madlene md- Adelbert Miles and children were at
trred to Winter Harbor whe^e they the Burpee cottage, Lucia Beach,
were guests over the weekend of Mrs. over the .weekend.
Rogers’ niece, Mrs. Frank Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bailey and
Mrs. Angus Hennegar of Vinalha- daughter of Kirksville, iMo„ have ar
ven is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. rived to spend the summer season
Merle Hutchinson, Summer street.
with Mrs. Katherine Studley at
Crescent Beach.
Miss 'Alice Bellier <4s home from
Bates College for the summer.
Mrs. Vinal Ulmer of The Highlands

Overture—Zenith .................................... Bennett
iHIjrti School (Orchestra
March—Flag of Victory ................... Von Blou
•Class of Nint ittii Thirty

Over the Waves Waltz
High School Orchestra
Essay—<Matne as a Rummer Resort
Annette Regal
Class History
Frederick IM. Hall
Solo—June Is In My Heart
Faith E. Ulmer
Essay—Industries of iMalne
Willis (Sullivan
Valedictory—Future of Maine
William Rounds
Veronica ......................................................
High [School Orchestra
Awarding of Diplomas
'Mayor C. IM. Richardson
Class Ode
Words by Frances 'll. (Chatto
Benediction

Carl P. Saunders and-sons Carl and
Howard of Woonsocket, R. I., are
There will be a bridge party at the
visiting Mr. and IMrs. Ralph B. BPW rooms Friday evening under
boring.
the auspices of the club.
Alfred Strout, who has been at
tending Harvard College arrives
home tomorrow.
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ographic courses.

Small

classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sports. 100th year
Rate $1000. Ca/o/og.
Agnes M. Sapporo, Pritt.
Box T

Portland, Maine

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
Leo Doucette Jazz Band

LAKEWOOD
5 Miles North of Skowhegan
Mail Lakewood, Skowhegan, Me.,
Tel. Skowhegan 434
Every Night Except Sunday
7.30 I’. M. Standard Time

ALL THIS WEEK

Entertainers De Luxe

The Lakewood Players

Admission 50 Cents

“NANCY’S
PRIVATE AFFAIR”

Present a Saucy Comedy

Fine Roles for the Players

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

ALL NEXT WEEK

Monday, June 16
A

Defiant Epic of Man,
Woman and War!

One of the Greatest Dramas
Ever Produced on the American
Stage—

)l

“THE
WITCHING HOUR”

A Dramatic Thunderbolt
That Will Astound You.
Utterly Different From Any
Drama Ever Shown On
Any Screen

By Augustus Thomas

Lakewood Inn
100% Talking

Open 7 A M. to 8 P. M.
Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner

Chester Morris—Betty Cocpson
JEAN HERSHOLT

SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER
$1.60

Special Parties Arranged For

_
Lakewood

ALSO

Audio Review
Fables
Vitaphone Act

SERGEANT
tRIKHA
TODAY ONLY

Country Club
Regular Dances Every Friday
Night
Migric by
WHITE COTTON PICKERS
Orchestra

“BORN RECKLESS,” EDMUND LOWE

Overnight Bungalows

PUBLIX
SHOWS

Daylight Time
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Sat. Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

Perfect Modern Equipment
Home of
Paramount
Pictures
TEL. 892

OUR ARCTIC NU AIR SYSTEM MAKES

“EVERY SEAT A COOL RETREAT”

2 READTI.F

*ANT AO

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 10, 1930
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IS PUT TO ROUT

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

It was with much interest that I
heard the •Harmonica Band •of the
Tyler School Fifth Grade during the
Memorial Day exercises at the build
ing. These youngsters under the
combined efforts (of the room teacher,
Mrs. Nellie Hall, and the instructor.
Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn, have pro
gressed to the point where they give
a creditable performance. Consider
ing the few lessons the children have
had. it is surprising, as already they
can play several of the old familiar
airs, scales and other exercises. It
is a commendable activity, particu
larly just now when the average child
is jaded in mind and body after the
long school year. It is hoped that
the project ‘will continue and broaden
out to embrace the other city schools.
The children .played “America,” and
to assist them Mrs. Sanborn brought
along the boys of the Year Round
(Tub who have mastered the intrica
cies of the harmonica to a marked
degree.

Sargon Cures Chelsea Man
After Long Illness—He Is
Loud In Its Praise
“For 15 years I’d been taking medi
cine for indigestion and constipation.
Headaches, biliousness and dizzy at-

Lithuania. Poland. Porto Rico and
Russia. For the students and mem
bers of the faculty who are not
American citizens, the Curtis Insti
tute has printed privately 'a pamphlet
which without pretending to be a
complete review of the immigration
and naturalization laws, gives enough
to provide a ready knowledge of the
requirements in r rdinar.v cases. The
pamphlet, in fact, contains much
which it is imperative for “alien”
students of the Institute to know in
determining correct procedure.
The other reads: “Most of us have
already succumbed to the pianistic
skill and conversational charm of the
young lady of five years who recently
came to join us—Miss Ruth Slenczynski. After the occasion of her
first lesson ’with Madame Vengerova.
Ruth confessed to us with a clair
voyant look into the future that her
last lesson would be a matter of
many years hence—perhaps not until .
she was ‘twenty.’ In spite of the re- '
* ♦ ♦ #
markable things she does at the I
Also in these same exercises I had piano, there is nothing about her
my first opportunity to hear one ef suggestive of the ‘prodigy’ in its con- ,
Whitehead
the rhythmic bands Miss Stevenson ventionally unpleasant sense. She is
has established in the schools this a sturdy, quite natural, unaffected
year, and it was a joy. They were little girl, and let us hope that she tacks went along with my troubles, j
sub-primary pupils, wearing cocked will preserve these qualities through my circulation was so poor my legs
bats of red. white and blue for thb out her life. Other youngsters have and feet would cramp and I was s
occasion, and cute?* To the strains of come to us: Harry Wolf, aged eight, rundown it was a struggle to drag i
a stirring Sousa march, with one of studying violin: Eugene Orloff. also j through the day's work.
Sargon
the little pupils leading, these young eight, and Broadus Erie, aged ten. j brought me such wonderful improve
sters swung their bells, whacked their studying the violin: and Sol Kaplan. ( ment that 'I’m eating with a, hearty
clappers and blocks and so on with aged eleven, studying piano. Lest
___ _ it appetite, never have a sign of indi
ulinost perfect time from start to
tending 1 gestion and my circulation is normal.
some that
finish. The children love it and strongly towards prodigies and pri The s und sleep I'm getting has
of course all music educators now mary school ages, we hasten to recall steadily built back my strength and
recognize tjie ’invaluable rhythmic our numerous older students, some of energy.
foundation it gives a child.
“Sargon Pills regulated me perfect
them close to thirty, and to point out
* * ♦ ♦
the fact that the present average age ly and did away with the dizzy At
Kitty (Lottie) McLaughlin writes: of students is almost 21 (as it has tacks and headaches.”—F. D. Whitehead. 37 Parker St.. Chelsea. Mass.
“In spite of what we hear, there is I been for the past three years).’’
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
a public for good music. 1 went to
* * • •
Many of us who heard the Bowdoin land at The Corner Drug Store. Inc.
the Bowery a week or so ago to hear
‘La Traviata — a very good cast, an Glee Club concert a while back recall ! —adv.
excellent young tenor and the soprano with pleasure Gunther Wilmsen. the j
a friend of mine. The top price was young German student, who in broken •
A THRILLING TRIP
$2.50 and the house was packed— English described the delightful
foreign audience, fit was a revelation songs he sang to the accompaniment
to me. 1 overheard a man sitting of a guitar. Mr. Wilmsen, a special j Capt. Ned Davies Lost At
near me say—I can hardly wait for ' in the senior class, recently gave a i
Sea Three Days,After Big
Saturday night to hear ‘Rigoletto’’ recital and interpretation of German']
Gale
“I heard Barbara Maurel in recital folk songs at the Moulton Union at
—the best singing so far this sea- , Brunswick before an audience of
A home news item in The CourierBefore
son: not the greatest voice, but students and townspeople.
superb artistry and nuance. Ethel giving his Selection.** {he explained Gazette early last week told how
the development and decline of the Capt. Ned Davies of Camden was tak
Hayden gave a dignified recital.
“Among my most recent engage German Youth Movement which was ing the yacht Rose of Shar> n to New
ments was as soloist with a male instrumental in reviving interest in York, but because it did net wish to
chorus in Elizabeth. N. J., with Prof, the ancient and beautiful Jolk bongs create unnecessary alarm this paper
did not state that there was consid
Frank Van ’Neer conducting. I also ' of Germany,
erable concern because the ypcht
sang at the communion breakfast of ,
• • • •
Miss Virginia Bean, daughter of had not been reported after the big
the English branch of the^Arch Con
fraternity of the Holy Family of the Mr. and Mrs. 'F. B. Bean of Rum gale. A Boston paper of Friday car- I
Church of St. Boniface, and on the ford. has been selected as the one ried this story under a Provincetown i
same Sunday in the a*fternoon in a Maine girl to attend the National date line:
• • •
cantata, with Mr. Van Neer con High School Orchestra and Band
Lost at sea for three days after the
ducting: in Brooklyn. Mendelssohn’s Camp in connection with the de
‘St. Paul.’ May 27 I appeared at partment of music at the University squall that swept the coast Sunday. ’
the auxiliary schooner yacht. Rose of ,
the Plaza Hotel as soloist with the of Michigan.
Only a few members of music Sharon, owned by Thomas W. La
Roxy Octet, a male organization, do
ing my favorite Italian Street Song, clubs have the privilege of attend mont. partner of J. P. Morgan, crept
etc I hope to bring all my engage ing in fact, only two may go from into port here today with her crev. ,
ments. church work, etc., to a finish Maine, one boy and one girl. This of two men. exhausted from their
in June so I can get home early* in (amp is sponsored by the Music Su- efforts to bring the craft into port.
The craft is brand new. and was i
i pervisors of the National Conference.
July.”
I the National Federation of Music enroute from Rockland Me., to New ,
The Universalist organ fund com ' Clubs, and the National Bureau for York, to start for a trip to the Ber- j
mittee plans to present Miss Mc ' the ‘Advancement of Music. Hun- muda races, under (charter. IE. E. •
Laughlin in recital during the sum ; dreds of young musicians attend Davies of Camden. Me., and Freeman !
mer season, and along with th(s an yearly from every State in the Union Atwood of Shelburne. N. S., were in
charge of the vessel.
nouncement is another bit of good as well as Hawaii and Alaska.
* » • «
I They lost their bearings after they
news—which is’that the committee is
Prof. Frederick E. Bristol, re- I were drlven out of 8*«ht of fan>“‘ar
also to present Nettie Green Kit
tredge of New Y<«rk and South Thom nowned New York vocal teacher and i lights and landmarks off the Maine j
aston in a song recital Rockland is conductor of the Summer School of roasl and when the squall struck thf '
extremely proud of the accom Music in Harrison. is still active and Marconi rigged ship on Sunday aft- ;
plishments of these two young wom continuing his work despite the fact ernoon her actual position was about
en. and the opportunity to hear them that he is 91. Under his teaching 20 mile* off Highland Light, but
in concert will be welcomed by their have been such opera stars as Nor- neither Davies nor Atwood had the i
many admirers. •
dica. Sembrich. Alice Neilson. Charles faintest idea where the ship was, it j
* • » •
Harrison. Sundelius. Fremstedt and was stated by Atwood. The squall j
Two of the pupils of Lilian Sprague others who have built summer homes •■pun the ship around, and heavy seas j
Copping are to be soloists in the in Harrison and vicinity to enjoy his boarded her, sweeping the vessel clear
of deck gear. The engine broke down
graduation exercises—Miss Faith lessons. Prof. Bristol is already at
Ulmer of Rockland High and Miss Harrison, a guest at Bristol Lodge at and the batteries were flooded, the ,
men stated today, and they were I
Mildred Demmons of Thomaston present, and is planning to carry on
forced, after all other expedients had
High.
It is gratifying that Mrs. his studio this summer.
failed to batten the hatches and trust !
♦ * * •
(’opping is continuing her work with
to luck to win through the storm.
buch pleasing results.
In a collection of songs from G. j
The Rose of Sharon was driven for i
Schirmer Inc., are two of particular hours before the gale, making very |
interest
—
“
The
Prayer
Perfect
”
by
heavy weather of it, and being con- j
Those who heard Carlos Salzedo
recently in Bangor will be interested Oley Speaks, and “In a Garden of stantly boarded by following seas.
Dreams
”
by
Annabel
Morris
Bu

to read a bit (about his musical life
After the storm had blown itself out
which is taken, from the May issue chanan. The latter is dedicated to the men were hopelessly lost. They I
Mme.
Elizabeth
Rethberg,
and
is
ex

of “Overtones” (from the Curtis
could not make out their position 1
tremely lovely, with a ravishing ac until Tuesday night when they picked ,
Institute of Music).
companiment.
This
is
published
for
Mr. Salzedo says there is no
up the Pollack’s Rip Jight vessel.
romance attached to the story of his high voice only and should make a They mistook the lightship for a light
choice of the harp as a medium of delightful number for a summer song in the vicinity of Portland. Later ]
his musical expression. The study recital.
they sa)v the Pilgrim Monument at
of solfege and piano was begun at
Provincetown and mistook the monu- ,
ment for Minot’s light.
the age of three, with entrance in
“FLYING LAWYER"
the Bordeaux conservatory at seven,
The men ihad to work the vessel in
admission to the Paris Conservatoire Rockland Man Gets New | under light puffs of wind with only |
her sails. The engine was being re
at nine, and gaduation in solfege ?t
twelve, receiving at the same time a
Title After Trip To Skow paired here tonight, while Mr. and
Mrs. John Douglas of New York
first medal for piano and admission
hegan
to tlie advanced piano classes. His
boarded the vessel here for the trip
to New York. The Rose of Sharon
first c< mposition written at the age
A Skowhegan special says: “Lake is under charter by E B. Donaldson
of seven was a Sonata Tor piano. At
the Conservatoire the piano continued Wcsserunsett. at Lakewood. Skowhe of New York for a trip to the Ber
to be his major, but this unicolored gan. became an airport June 5.when the muda races, and will be placed under
medium did not entirely satisfy. flying lawyer of Rockland. Alan L. command of a imaster when she
Previously he had studied the vi« Un. Bird, piloted by Capt. W. H. Wincapaw reaches New York.
She was built by the Eastern Ship
but four-stringed instruments were of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service,
not strongly attractive. Thus the landed in seaplane ]No. NC90K.. to building Corporation for Thomas La
study of the 'harp was begun as a I attend the meeting of the Maine mont, who plans to give the vessel to
major subject. Piano and harp were Telephone & Telegraph Co., being his children. She is a two-master,
studied equally and on gradluating at ! held at Lakewood. Mr. 'Bird had as Marconi rigged, with a 30-horsepower
the age of 16 he received on the same 1 his guests in the plane Mrs. A. C. engine. The craft is expected to pro
day the premier prix in both instru- l Mcl^oon. Mrs. II. P. Blodgett and Mrs. ceed to New York through Cape Cod
nients, a feat that was unprecedented Glenn A. I.awi ence of Rockland. They Canal and along the sheltered sounds.
in the annals of the .Paris Conserva made th“ return trip to their home
THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
toire and has never happened since. city by plane after the meeting.
“Capt. Wincapaw is in charge of
Following this Edouard Colonne.
A diverting, highly amusing com-!
founder of the famous Concerts the airport at Rockland, operated by
Colonne. engaged Salzedo as soloist the Curtiss-Wright Co. apd Mr. Bird edy is being offered l»y the Lakewood I
ind in ensuing tours of Europe hi* makes all possible business and social Players this week called “Nancy's
it provides laugh-1
programs were divided between hare trips by airplane jfrom that port. Private Affair."
?.nd piano, while sob 1st appearances It may not be generally known that ter and line fun from the time the j
with orchestras were equally as the airport at Rockland is one of the curtain rises until it falls on the last
harpist and pianist. Finally at the ! finest in the country and represents scene. The story concerns a man and {
age of 22 composing was taking an investment of more than $100,000. his wife who have drifted apart. The |
up so much time that a choice be- There are only three other ports in mao becomes entangled with a young
tween the two instruments seemeei New England rated A1A with Rock- woman after his money who is aided
necessary, and ’his decision was in j land, located at Boston. Springfield and abetted by a mercenary motther.
The wife agrees to divorce provided
favor of the harp, dictated by the i and Hartford.
fact that there was an abundance of ' “In connection with the airport at her husband does not remarry within j
master pianists with .on the ether Rockland. Capt Wincapaw conducts six months so that she can do so
hand a decided jnsutficiency of harp lor his company, schools for all tirsit. Then the wife plans to show i
virtuosi and harpists of outstanding | branches of aviation giving particu- up her rival by throwing another and
lar attention to the ground and fly wealtihier man In her way. For the [
niusieianship.
* • • •
ing courses of instruction. A branch following week. Monday June 111. the!
In the May issue are two editorial? has recently been established at Lakewood Players will appear in one !
of particular interest
One is a Presque Isle. Mr. Bird is planning of the finest American dramas ever
survey of tabulations regai'dinx the frequent visits to Igikewood by sca written. “The Witching Hour." AuCurtis students enrolled for the past plane during the summer as I-ake gustus Thomas, the brilliant author
play, considers it Che l>est in
seasui.
Thirty-five states in this Wesserunsett alYoials a perfect liarthe long list of success. - he has
the boat."
County are represent'd. From out
written.
That his judgment is cor
side of the United S ates there are
Credit Jias to gPt onto a cash basis rect is evident by the fact that “The
students from Canada Cuba. Eng
land and Scotland France Germany. every so often.—William H. McMas ■Witching Hour" continues <o be
popular after so many years.
Hawaii
Holland. Hungary Italy, ters..

SIMMONS BEDDING
MOHAWK RUGS

KINEO RANGES
HOOSIER
KITCHEN CABINETS
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ROCKLAND

283 MAIN STREET

EVERY MAINE HOME
SHOULD HAVE

AN ACCOUNT

AT
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EASTERN’S

Attention/ June Brides/
Furnish Your Home
Complete
on Convenient Terms!
Newly-Weds and Wisely-Weds Will
Profit By These Unusual Values!
Whether you are furnishing your first home, moving to new quarters
or just planning to brighten up a bit, EASTERN’S conscientious
service, dependable quality furnishings, low prices and liberal credit
accommodations will ease your way.
Buy On Our Budget Plan! No Interest To Pay!

3-pc. Fibre Suite Special $28.50
If you are finishing a sun-room, cottage, or even the living
room, here is a three-piece fibre suite that will appeal to you
because of its graceful design, beautiful finish and exception
ally low price. Has two section sofa, attractively upholstered
and is a real “buy” at this extremely low price.

THREE PIECE MOHAIR SUITE
This fine suite represents the finest value we have ever of
fered! Fine quality, 100% mohair, beautiful reverse cushions in moquette, full spring construction. All these pieces
at this price.
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY

d*

Bed Outfit

129

Great Saving!
A bed outfit
at a price much lower than
you expected to pay.
Bed,
spring and mattress, complete

THREE DOOR

Glenwood Refrigerator

$19.65
A super value!
Side icing
model!
Hardwood case in
golden oak color!
Others at $10.00 to $59.50

Stroller

$9.67

BEDROOM SUITE OF UNUSUAL CHARM
A truly magnificent creation that will delight the feminine
fancy! Marvelously chic are the decorations on woods of
splendid workmanship, clever matching, ornate carving!
Handsome full sized bed, chest with top deck and your
choice of new Hollywood vanity or large dresser.
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY!
WgJ

B

j...

$

Smart looking and sturdy.
Handsome finish and deep foot
well. Rubbor tires and foot
brake. Save!

119
This Neat Dresser

1

$12.37
Splendid value! Sturdily made
of select woods finished in oak
or walnut color!
Swinging
mirror has turned supports.
A saving!

1
A__
sr
t ■

*—

j
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Reed Rockers
Large
comfortable
Reed
Rockers
with
upholstered
spring seats and back—

OPEN AN
ACCOUNT

Couch Hammocks

DINING SUITE IN MATCHED WALNUT
A suite of many admirable qualities embracing both extreme
beauty and fine craftsmanship. The suite consists of buf
fet, extension table and arm chair with five side chairs, fancy
velour or tapestry seats. China closet extra.
$10.00 DELIVERS—A YEAR TO PAY

Chains and stand includtd.
Deeply tufted seat, good qualty khaki covering. Complete
with stand—

98

“Brides of Other Years” Can Trade In Their Old Furnishings
If you are not a 1930 June Bride, you can at least have the thrill of having entire new furnishings .. . easily ... for we will give you a liberal
allowance for your old furnishings toward any of our new styles! LIBERAL TIME PAYMENTS—^NO INTEREST TO PAY!

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY,

